HIV Policy Threatening

SF's AIDS Conference

c
H

by Allen White
The International AIDS
Conference to be held in San
Francisco in June is in serious
trouble. Groups representing
thousands of people are

Those that plan to attend the
conference include scientists,

researchers, the medical

munity,

many

countries

boycotting the conference be¬
cause of US. policy regarding
entry of people who are HIV
positive
Dr. Paul Volberding, co-chair
of the conference, said that as
many as 3,000 of the 12,000 ex¬
pected registrants might

com¬

non-developed
and

some

community-based organiza¬
tions in the United States.

Pat

Christen, executive direc¬
Francisco AIDS

Foundation, said TUesday that
SFAF would not boycott the

withdraw because of the travel

conference.

policy.

"People from developing na¬

Paul Boneburg, executive
director of Mobilization

Against AIDS, said "It is
basically all of Europe at this
point. The European Parlia¬
ment, representing all the coun¬
tries in the economic

•

commu¬

nity, have issued a statement
saying that researchers and
community organizations
should not attend.

"My belief is that from the
developed nations we will see
virtually no community-based
organizations, and many scien¬
tists and researchers will stay

awa)^' Boneberg said.
To support that claim, the In¬
ternational League of Red
Cross Societies, the Interna¬
tional Planned Parenthood As¬
sociation and the British

Hemophilia Society have also
said they will boycott the con¬
clave.

Paul

Boneberg

(Photo: Rink)

shutting down the conference,"
Boneberg said.
Last week the Shanti Project
in San Francisco became the
first community AIDS organi¬
zation in the United States to

they would also
boycott the conference.
Eric Rofes, executive director
of Shanti, said, "As a key pro¬
vider of support services to
people with AIDS in San Fran¬
announce

cisco,

our

mission dictates

our

firm support

for the health and
well-being of people with
AIDS. However much esteem
may hold for this annual
gathering—and however much
we would gain and contribute
we

to the conference—we cannot

Boneberg said Mobiliza¬

But

tion Against AIDS
pull out.

would not

"Mobilization has not
withdrawn and does not favor

support, through our participa¬

tion,

any

international AIDS

conference convened in a na¬
tion with travel restrictions on

people with AIDS."

tions and smaller urban areas
get basically all their medical
information each year from this

conference," Boneberg said. "I
am convinced there are a
large
number of physicians and
community-based organiza¬
tions from developing nations,
for whom losing this con¬
ference would be an enormous
blow. So if these people come
here and find the conference
cancelled and are disrupted to
the point they cannot get infor¬

mation, how does this help us
who are trying to stop this dis¬

to this

conference and all of us
on the conference would have
moved the conference anywhere
out of the country if we could

to get

The Food and Drug Admin¬

fungal drug Fluconazole for

susceptible to cryptococcal
meningitis or candidiasis'' said
Dr. Louis Sullivan, secretary of

treatment of HlV-related inf(x-

the

tions

Human Services.

approved the anti¬
Jan. 29.

Fluconazole is used to treat

Department of Health and

"It is the latest in

a

series of

cryptococcal meningitis, a dan¬
gerous brain infection and can¬
didiasis, a fungal infection of

approved therapies that may
help improve the quality of life

the mouth and throat that is
almost always present in ad¬
vanced stages of HIV.

Mason, assistant secretary of

Recent studies sponsored by
the National Institute of Health
have shown Fluconazole to be

just

effective as other
treatments while causing fewer
as

side effects.

which can be taken
either orally or intravenously,
penetrates easily into the
cerbral-spinal fluid, which is
what makes it effective in

fighting fungal infections in the
brain.

Very few drugs will cross the
"blood brain" barrier, which
very

for PWAs," said Dr. James
HHS.

Until now, access to
Fluconazole has been very
limited. Because it was not ap¬

proved, insurance companies
would not pay for it. Some
PWAs imported the drug from

England, where it has been
licensed for some time, but have

The drug,

makes treating

brain infections

difficult.

Fluconazole will probably
replace the more toxic am¬

photericin B for the treatment
of meningitis. Because am¬
photericin suppresses bone
marrow, it can't be used with
AZT, which also damages bone
marrow. Generally, Flucona¬
zole tends to be toxic to the liver
rather than to bone marrow,
marrow.

"Fluconazole offers an ef¬
fective alternative treatment for

people with AIDS,

cancer

■Convenient downtown
& flnancial district
location
'

Lunchtime & afterwork

appointments

Dr. Kim Robert Nelson
500 Sutter St., Suite 908
San Francisco, CA 94102

(415) 391-1702

Protect Your

Legal Rights!

Ajfordable Individual Documents or Packages
Prepared by An Attorney In Accordance With California Law
•Wills
•Non-Traditional Relationships
•Trusts
•Alternative Lifestyles
• Bankruptcy
•Unmarried Couples
• Incorporation
•Married Couples
•

Durable Powers of Attorney •Singles

Don't Wait Any Longer To Protect Your Legal Rights
Call Now For Free Brochure:

California

Legal Rights Advocates
415
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626-8806
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PSYCHOTHERAPY
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415-6212714
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looking at the
benefits of staying
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"In terms of this conference,
it is important to understand it
is the United States govermnent
who instituted the immigration
laws and is the opponent to the

by Michael C. Botkin

on

Headaches, digestive
disorders

medical information

involved in the conference.

istration

■

should attend the conference,"
Boneberg said.
▼

concerned at
range

■Neuro, muscular, back
complaints

"We believe the boycott
should be honored and only
those with an imperative need

munity task force representing

long

Stress related

dysfunctions

have moved it. You can't move
a conference with 12,000
people
in a year!'

Mike Shriver, who sits on the
International Conference com¬

"I think one of the critical
issues for 18th Street Services is
that fundamentally the con¬
ference is not the target, the
United States government is,"
Shriver said. "So we are much

R
0
P

community-based task force

ease?"

the San Francisco-based 18th
Street Services and is also a
member of ACT UP, said 18th
Street Services would not join
the boycott.

chiropractic
offices
■

positive people in a significant
way in this conference. I am on
a

No group has suggested that
the conference be cancelled.
tor of the San

ference held in the United
States. It is impossible, because
of the Helms legislation, for the
conference to include HIV

Nelson

and

other diseases whose weakened
immume systems makes them

had to pay

high prices for it.
Fluconazole when it can be
obtained at all, costs about as
much

as

"Many would, in fact, argue
it is a vindication for the people
in the United States govern¬
ment like Jesse Helms who
would like us to die from AIDS

anyhow. It is not like George
Bush or Dan Quayle are going
to be at the conference, or they
are paying for the conference.
They are not. The conference is
sponsored by the University of
California and the American
Foundation
for
AIDS

Research, which are basically
the good guys," he said.
It appears inevitable that
demonstrations will take place
at Moscone Center, where the
conference will take place.

AZT.

Pfizer Inc. of New York will
market the new drug under the
trade name Diflucan.

"We expect to have it to
wholesalers by Feb. 161' said
Rich Honey, spokesperson for
Pfizer. "We will announce the

pricing at a later date!'
The approval of Fluconazole
demonstrates the trend toward

speeding

people in the conference. Hur¬
ting the conference does not
directly hurt the United States
government," Boneberg said.

up

the availability of

treatments for HIV and HIV-

related infections.
The approval was made even

though National Institute of
Health studies verifying its
usefulness have yet to be pub¬
lished.
The short, two-week turn
around time between approval
and wholesale availability is
also unusual.
▼

"I think there will be major
demonstrations inside and out¬
side the conference, but I think
there has to be a great sensitiv¬

ity to people in developing
countries," Boneberg said.
Shriver said that ACT UP

Sunday Worship
9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., & 7:00 p.m.
Th»

Sign language provided at 11:00 am and 7 pm

MCC

Metropolitan
Community

services. For information about

choir, bible

study, AIDS/ARC/HIV+ support, women's
programs, men's programs, and other activi¬
ties please telephone the church and request
the newsletter.

150 Eureka Street
San Francisco, California 94114

Church
of

(415) 863-4434

San Francisco

The Reverend James Mitulski, Pastor

The Bible as Friend of
Lesbians and Gays
What does the Bible really say about sexual orientation?
How can you effectively communicate that to others?

JOIN DR. BUDDY TRULUCK (a former Southern Baptist Pastor and
Bible Professor) to discover what the Bible says about these impor¬
tant issues. Learn how to love yourself and overcome fear and rejection.

considering many options,
noting that the Immigration

February 4

The Biblical Basis for "Coming Out"

and Naturalization Service has
been a long-standing target of
the group.

February 11

Jesus and AIDS

February 18

Jesus' Views

February 25

How Women Disciples Changed the World

was

"I don't think that at any
time you will see any let up of
focus on the INS issu^" Shriver

predicted.

Same Sex Love

Meetings Sundays at 7:00 P.M. at 48 Belcher St.
(one block north of Church and Market St.)
GOLDEN GATE

Shriver

acknowledged that
shutting down the conference
had been considered but

Metropolitan Community Church
Office: 134 Church Street

Phone: 621-6300

re¬

jected by many ACT UP mem¬
bers as an option.
Boneberg said, "This should
be the last international

All

on

"THE BIBLE NOWHERE SAYS THAT GAYS AND LESBIANS CAN OR
SHOULD CHANGE THEIR SEXUAL ORIENTATION.
The Bible does say that who you are and what you have
can he used in God's service!"

con¬
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AIDS finds itself embroiled in

a

boycott it really doesn't deserve. The policy of the U.S.
government and its immigration department in regards to persons
who are HIV-positive is the cause. As we are only too well aware,
the Bush administration cites human rights abuses in other coun¬
tries, then practices the worst kind of human rights and discrimi¬
nation abuses in our own country. It is the first time that the United
States and its discriminatory practices are being challenged by most
of Western Europe. The European Parliament, representing all
countries in the new Economic Community of Europe have issued
a

Mangin

Boycott

NftAT

statement that researchers should not attend the conference.

This conference has, since its inception, been the main source
for AIDS and treatment information in developing and Third
World nations. If the European researchers stay away, the effects
could be harmful and far reaching. We are pleased to hear that Sen.
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Kennedy is challenging the INS policies. We hope he will succeed.
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Wayne Friday

saving

source
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persons

must be careful here at home not to
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serve.
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obstacles thrown at them by a careless administration. The
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in the foot once again.
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The group Stop AIDS Now Or Else showed that a peaceful

demonstration could get just as much media attention as a
violent one. Wednesday morning at approximately 7:20 a.m.

chanting and whistle-blowing marchers walked to the center of the
Golden Gate Bridge and back without incident. Many of the
demonstrators carried signs.
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We would like to congratulate the group for a march well done,
and thank them for a visual reminder that AIDS has not gone away
and is still badly underfunded. We would also ask the San Fran¬
cisco Police Department to take some lessons from the Califor¬
nia Highway Patrol on how to handle a peaceful demonstration.
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Gay & Lesbian Alliance Responds

In his let er in the Jan. 4 issue of the Bay Area Reporter,
'

'Catholics and Free Speech!' James Gibbons lamented what he
considers to be the mockery of the Bill of Rights by local gay
activist organizations.

GLAAD would not limit the issue to
would include lesbian and bisexual

"gay" rights alone, but
rights—the rights oXatl sexual

minorities.

No prohibition of ideas, no expurgation of information, no
prevention or deterrence of the expression of ideas has ever been
ably meaning GLAAD: Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defama¬ advocated or advanced in any GLAAD letter-writing
campaign,
tion) and ACT UP as groups "demanding censorship of ideas." telephone-tree activation, public service announcement, or meeting
However, the specific issues he brought forth in no way illustrated with biased and sometimes homophobic media officials.
attempts at censorship: domestic partnership, equating gay-bashing
On the contrary, of prime significance to our drive to combat
with first degree murder, and "inaccurately" interpreting the doc¬ defamation has been the condition of reason.
trine of separation of church and state.
Only under that condition will we continue to promote an ac¬
Furthermore, no examples of just how GLAAD supposedly at¬ curate portrayal of sexual minorities, to demonstrate our disdain
tempted to muzzle the free speech of biblical literalists were for perpetuation of stereotypes and propagation of negative pub¬
presented.
lic opinion of sexual minorities, as well as our concern for fair
The writer did plead for "upholding the liberties enshrined within coverage by the media.

He mentioned the "the gay anti-defamation advocates!' (presum¬

the Bill of Rights."
In these efforts GLAAD shares the concerns and modus
operandi
GLAAD wholeheartedly joins Mr. Gibbons in that plea. But is of the A.C.L.U., People for the American Way and the Jewish Antishould be clarified that criticism, disagreement and outrage direct¬ Defamation League.
ed at would-be supervisors of plublic morals or at their ideas should
not be misconstrued as

attempts at censorship.

Expression of indignation would fall under freedom of speech,
guaranteed by the first amendment to the Constitution, which Mr.
Gibbons suggests is being violated, and through which, he feels,
"gay rights wUI be secured in American society!'

FEBRUARY 1, 1990
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With this clarified, GLAAD would like to invite Mr. Gibbons and
other readers of the Bay Area Reporter to join us in our common
effort lb find out more about GLAAD, call 861-4588 or write:
GLAAD/SFBA, 2379 Market St., Box 38, San Francisco CA 94114.
—Ron Ermini

GLAAD/SFBA

Telephone (415) 863-4676

MOBILIZATION

AGAINST

AIDS;

One

America's

of

AIDS

oldest

and

largest

lobbying organizations

Mobilization

Against AIDS, a national leader in political lobbying
issues, is one of the oldest and largest AIDS political
organizations in the country.
Since its founding in 1984,
Mobilization
Against AIDS has led the fights for increased
government spending for AIDS, and against attacks on the civil
rights of people with HIV infection.
on

AIDS

Mobilization
Against AIDS'
International Conference on

principal
AIDS

will

role
be

as

during
one

the

organizers of the HIV/AIDS March: A United Call to Action,
unity march which will occur on Saturday, June 23rd.
Mobilization

Against AIDS served

on

the

Sixth

the

of

main

an AIDS

Community Advisory Task

to the Sixth International Conference on AIDS, and sees this
conference as a vital opportunity for the exchange of information.
Force

Mobilization is honoring the call for a boycott, in
solidarity with people with AIDS and in protest of discriminatory
United States immigration laws.
However,

Mobilization
Against
AIDS
also
annually
International AIDS Candlelight Memorials.
The

place on May 20,
further

For

German,

information

French,

and Dutch)

Paul

or

interviews

please contact:

Boneberg, Executive Director
Andy lives. Media Director
at

(415)

coordinates

the

1990 Memorial took
in over 220 cities in over 30 countries worldwide.

863-4676

or

(available

in

English,

PARTICIPATING

ORGANIZATIONS

AIDS

Coalition To Unleash Power/San

AIDS

Project Los Angeles

Alameda
ARIS

County Advisory Board

Project

Coachella

Valley AIDS Consortium

Coalition For
Kern

Compassion

County AIDS Task Force

Project

Inland AIDS

Long Beach AIDS Network

Minority AIDS Project
Mobilization

Against AIDS

Project Inform
Sacramento AIDS

Foundation

San

Diego AIDS Project

San

Francisco AIDS Foundation

Santa Cruz

AIDS

Project

Francisco
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March 8. 1990
To: National March

Against AIDS Steering Committee

From: ACT UP/Los Angeles
Re: Draft of inarch endorsement letter

Mobilization Against AIDS; the San Francisco AIDS Foundation;
Project
Inform; the AIDS Coalition to Network, Organize and Win; ACT UP/San
Francisco; and ACT UP/Los Angeles invite you to endorse the National March

Against AIDS This March, which is still in
Saturday, June 23rd in San Francisco.

the

planning stage, will take place

or

visible

As the AIDS crisis moves into its second decade, there is still
on the horizon.
Already, over 75,000 people

no cure

(possibly twice that

many) have died from AIDS and HlV-related illnesses. Yet, despite the
tireless efforts of people living with AIDS and other AIDS
activists, the U.S.
Government and most governments around the world have failed
adequately respond to the epidemic.
The National March

Against AIDS will address

to

the gover'.aienls'

inadequate response as well as other issues. Although we have not finalized
specific demands, we will focus on broad underlying issues such as the
speedy approval of promising experimental drugs and a move toward a
workable public health care plan.
The National March Against AIDS, coming at the close of the Sixth
International Conference On AIDS, will also address international issues

brought
access to

up

surrounding the (inference, particularly the INS's policy limiting
(and therefore to the Comerence) for people with HIV.'

this country

Finally, coming the day before the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade

in San Francisa), the National March Against AIDS will address the
relationship between homophobia (as well as racism and sexism) and AIDS.
We strongly urge your organization to not only endorse but also
actively participate in the planning of this huge national march. As we
anticipate a large crowd from all over the country, it will take a strong
coalition effort to put this together. We recommend an endorsement
donation of $
If your organization can afford more, please give more.
Please try to reply no later than April 2(?) as we need to send out

flyers and

press relea..es with endorsers names on them. You can send
your response
or call
Please feel free tc call us if you have
any comments

or

questions.
Thank you for your support, and

we

hope to hear from

you soon.

Invest!gacidn Social Soore Sida
Defensa de Derecho-s Hiimanos, AC

Grupo de
y

219-H,
Mexico, D. if.

Queretaro INC.
06700

Col.

Roma

Mobilization

Against Aids.
St., Suite 60
San FranciSCO, GA 94102

1540 Market
USA

GRUPO DE INUESTI6AC10N SOCIAL SOBRE SIDA
y DEFERSA DE DERECHOS HUHANOS, AC.
SUERETARO
67(90 HEXICO,
No. 219-H
COL. ROHAS64-5579
D.F. TELEFONO

Mexico

Mobilisation
1540
San

Market

City,

9th

febr-uary

199C

Against Aids
St., Suite 60

Francisco,

CA

94102

USA

Dear

Friends,
In

further
want

reply

to

concern

letter of

your
on

to

share

1.

As

people

•3.

On

the

the

United

2nd

asking for
Inmigration Laws,

January

States

a
we

the

following actions:
living in a developinct country we know the
Confe;rence has a particular value in distributing information
that literally saves the lives of many people infected with
HIV.
For this reason we think
that att6;nding the Conference
is the best v-gay to get and share experiences and information.
2.
On this pr^emise we-; published some articles on mexican
newspapers underlying American laws and at the same time we
ask mexican governement to protest US inmigration policy.
other

hand

we

inform

the

World

Health

Organization about our concern in rE?stricting free travel of
people with HIV infection.
4.
Finally, we decided to postpone action on withdrawal
(in fact we answered the calling for abstracts by sending
four of them)
bcscause thE^ best way to protest
is attending
the

Conference.

Rodolfo
Financial

N.

Morales

Projects

S.

Director

February 23, 1990

TO:

The

FROM:

for the Community
Mike Shriver

RE:

Community Consortium
Outreach Sessions

NEXT MEETING

OUR NEXT MEETING

SCHEDULED

IS

FRIDAY, MARCH 3rd,
IT WILL

BE

HELD

217

AT

18th

CHURCH

AT

3:00

PLEASE
THERE
AND

IS
WE

STILL A
NEED

FOR

1990

STREET

SERVICES

STREET

p.m.

ATTEND
LOT

TO DO
INPUT!

OF WORK

EVERYONE'S

Sincerely,
Mike Shriver

Chairperson
IF YOU

CAN NOT

ATTEND,

PLEASE CALL I

PLEASE ALSO NOTE THE "RUFF DRAFT" OF SPEAKERS AND
PANELISTS WE HAVE EITHER INVITED OR ARE IN THE PROCESS

OF DOING SO.
ALSO NOTE THAT
STILL NOT YET FILLED.

THERE

ARE

STILL MANY

SPACES

EVENING

SESSIONS

SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY

"The

THURSDAY

Global

"Barriers

Impact of HIV"

1.
2.

Jonathan Mann

3.
4.
5.
6.

"chile"
"mexico"
"africa"

a.

"haitian coalition"
"c.i.r.r.s."

1.
2.
3.

(C)

"gabriella"

(P)

e.

f.

(C)

5.
6.

"act

up/chicago"

Jerry De Jong (C)
Frank Davis (C)
c.
Maureen Gammon (C)
d, Urvashi Vaid (P)
a.

e.

"roma"

f.

Moderator:
Mark Smith

Mary Goulart

b.

"paul kawata"
"int'l boycott rep"
"3rd world advisory"

c.

d.

Outreach"

to

Virginia Schubert (P)
Moher Downing (C)
Beatriz Pestana (P)
June Osborne (P)

4.

"hungary"

b.

(rouah draft...)

"maxine wolf"
"ken jones"

Moderator:
Leon McKusick

(P)

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
"The Political

"Treatment, Research, and

(C)

Stuff of

Clinical Trials"

HIV-Disease"

1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,

Anthony Fauci (C)
Luc Montagnier (C)

1.

7

"person of color"

a.

a.

Catherine Maier

b.

Peter

c.

Ellen Cooper (C)
Jesse Dobson (C)
Michelle Roland (P)

c.

Sandra Hernandez

d.

"John james"

d.

Larry Kramer

e.

"alternative treatment"

e.

Carmen

"person of color"

f.

Randy Shilts (?)

b.

Robert Yarchoan
Jim Eigo (P)
Martin Delaney
"woman"

f.

2.
3.

(P)

4.
5.

(C)—

6.

Moderator:
David
Emcee

for all

"P"

4

(P)

Staley (C)
Chavez

Moderator:
Pat Christen

Corkerey (P)

+

Kennedy (P)
Representative Waxman (P)
Paul Boneberg (C)
Jean McGuire (C)
Martin Delaney
William Roper (P)
Senator

(P)

(P)
(P)

(C)

nights: Mike Shriver
1

denotes

"Pending" while "C" denotes

a

"Confirmation"
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ACON
AIDS Council of New South Wales Inc.
PO Box 350

Darlinghurst NSW 2010 Australia

January 30,

•

Phone (02) 211 0499 • Facsimile (02) 281 3867

1990

Francisco Task Force to the
6th International Conference

San

on

AIDs

c/- Mobilisation Against AIDS
Market

1540

Street

Francisco

San

CA

94102

USA

Task

Dear

Force

Members

Thank you

for your letter of 2 January 1990 concerning the
boycott of the San Francisco International AIDS Conference.

The

AIDS

Council of NSW,

which is Australia's largest
community based organisation, has carefully considered the
impact of USA travel restrictions re people with HIV,
particularly in the context of the forthcoming Conferences.
We will be boycotting the San Francisco Conference and any
future USA Conferences until the policy relating to visitors
with HIV is totally lifted.
Out national body, the Australian
Federation of AIDS Organisations, is also boycotting.
I

have

doubt

that

you and the Conference organisers are
doing everything possible to make the Conference a success and
to achieve a change in US policy.
Unfortunately, the
arguments in favour of boycotting the Conference far outweigh
the disadvantages and there is no chance of ACON changing our
position on this matter unless US policy is changed.
This
means
a
complete withdrawal of the policy, not simply a "30
day waiver", which is totally unacceptable to us.
no

point which you may not have realised is that the way
community groups react to the US travel
restrictions has a strong potential to influence policy here

One

Australian

in Australia.
encourage

travel

suggest that the
countries

we

are

weak

on

this

issue then

it will

those in this country who would like to

related

HIV

If

and

restrictions

same

this has

introduced

situation applies to
no

doubt

see

similar

in Australia.
many

I

other

influenced their views

on

boycotting.
Rather

than

seeking to stop the boycott, I do hope that

you

will
of

reconsider your position and actually move to a position
supporting it, in line with the stance taken by NAPWA and

other

US

community

groups.

Bill Whittaker
Executive Director
Hunter Branch

•

North Coast Branch

•

PO Box 124

Islington NSW 2296 • Phone (049) 61 2786 • Facsimile (049) 61 6507
PO Box 63 South Lismore NSW 2480 • Phone (066) 22 1555 • Facsimile (066) 22 1520
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SOCIETY
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To:

SF

1990
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Task

Force
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the

International
Conference on AIDS
c/o Mobilization Against
1540 Market St. #60
San

Francisco,
94102, U.S.A.
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groups
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the
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comments

Canadian

Sixth

January
2, 1990
to
boycott the

not

AIDS.

on

were

distributed

AIDS

Society(CAS)

to

the

Board

members
of

of

a

sim^

coalition of

community-based
groups confronting
HIV infection and
AIDS

Directors

at

given consideration when we discussed the
our
January 27-28 Board meeting.

It

is

issue

une

coalition

d'organismes
communautaires

therefore with
great regret that I write to
inform
you
that
the
Canadian
AIDS
Society has
officially joined the growing international
and

will

not

International
After

boycott

be

participating

Conference

consultation

our

government.

and

It

unjustified

would

Sixth

member

groups across
believe
this the

Canada, the Board
of
Director s
only
stand
possible
for
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the

AIDS.

on

with

in
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VIH et le sida

not

be

stand

in

CAS

given

stand

of

the

the
U.S.

consistent with our
restricti ons
on
people with
HIV/AIDS
for
CAS
to official ly
participate in an
International Conference which is held in a
country
with such restrictions.

opposition to travel

We

believe
brothers and
our

own

entry to

must

we

sisters,

which

solidarity with
includes

groups, who
are being denied
the U.S.
The Canadian AIDS

participate
denied equal
believe that

when

people

access

the

and

not

The

Canadian AIDS

to

time

to

our

members

of

unrestricted

Society cannot
are
being
participation.
We also
with

HIV/AIDS

take

this

only for future conferences.

stand

is

now,

Society recognizes that Canada is
guilty of maintaining a policy which restricts
access to people with
HIV/AIDS.
CAS is
working to
eliminate these
restrictions and is
pressuring
our
government
to
also

address

policy.

1101-170 Quest, Laurier West, Ottawa

its

own

discriminatory

(Canada) KIP 5V5

FAX (613) 563-4998

(613) 230-3580

We

acknowledge

you

are

the
extraordinary efforts we know
involved in
to integrate
a community and
people
with
HIV/AIDS
perspective into the Sixth.
The Canadian AIDS
Society regrets
the disruption

that

the
boycott
will
principle of unrestricted

HIV/AIDS
Thank
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for

you

eliminate
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these
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the
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for
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first.
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POSITIONS TO BE ADVERTISED BY AGON

SPEAKERS'
BUREAU

Due to the recent increase in

funding, the following positions will be advertised by
about these positions, or to receive Job descriptions, duty state¬
criteria, please contact Lloyd Grosse at the ACON Sydney office.

ACON. For any enquiries
ments

and selection

Executive

of training sessions begins on
Tuesday 30th January. Training consists of
information nights, public speaking sessions
and video discussion. Contact Lindsay Daines
at ACON for more details.
Next series

Assistant/Policy Writer Appli¬

Venue Liaison Officer

cations close: 12/2/90

12/2/90

Personnel Officer

Applications close: 12/2/90
Applications close: 12/2/90
Librarian/Research
Applications close:

Counsellor

12/2/90

Senior

Rural Outreach

close: 26/2/90

Finance Officer

Supervisor Applications

Rural Outreach

Applications close: 12/2/90
Secretary to Executive Director Applica¬

tions close: 26/2/90

Clerical

Clerical

close: 12/2/90

Applications close: 12/2/90

Applications close:

Assistant

Assistant

Applications

Applications close:

Receptionist/Clerical Assistant Applications
Women and AIDS Worker

SEX WORKERS OUTREACH

PROJECT (SWOP)

Project (SWOP) is a new HIV/AIDS project aimed at minimising HIV
industry and their paying and non-paying partners through a
comprehensive program of education and support aimed at acceptance and maintenance of safe
sexual and drug use behaviour.
The Project will be managed by the AIDS Council of NSW (ACON), through a steering
committee comprising nominated members of NSW sex worker advocacy groups and nominees
experienced in sexual health and health education. Funding for the Project is being provided by the
NSW Department of Health.
The Sex Workers Outreach

transmission in the NSW sex

Project Manager
This

position will have overall responsibility for the day to day management of all aspects of
Project, including staff and administration.
The position requires skills in policy and program development, coordination and
management of a small office and staff, and monitoring and reporting skills. A sound
knowledge of the sex worker industry is highly desirable.

the

Salary $37,479
A

pa.

duty statement, terms and conditions, of employment and selection criteria for this position must
before applying. Telephone Geoff Fysh or Bill Whittaker (02) 211 0499.
Applications close 12 February 1990.

be obtained

ACON is

an

equal opportunity employer.

Applications

close: 26/2/90

Volunteer/Staff Counsellor

People Living With A.I.D.S. Inc. (N.S.W.)

L

w

PLWA Inc. is an independent organisation representing the interests and
advocating for the rights of the HIV infected and affected in NSW.
PLWA Inc. is affiliated with and receives funding through ACON.

A

N 8

w

HIV

Support Worker Applications close: 5/

3/90

Accommodation

Officer

Applications

close: 5/3/90
Evaluation and

Planning Officer Applica¬

tions close: 12/3/90

National

Treatments Worker

Applica¬

tions close: 12/3/90

Gay and Bisexual Worker Applications
close: 12/3/90
Volunteer Recruitment Officer

Applica¬

tions close: 12/3/90

THE SEX WORKERS

OUTREACH

ject, funded by the AIDS Bureau, is about to
commence under the auspices of the AIDS

Education

Worker,

Officers,
a

require an experienced person to produce our bi-monthly newsletter,

TALKABOUT. The person

will be dynamic and will be required to encourage
contributions, edit copy and design and layout the newsletter, as well as arrange
for its printing and distribution.
The successful candidate will have excellent verbal and written communication

ability to type. It will also be necessary to have a good
knowledge of computer operation.
Salary: pro rata based on $28,533 per annum for a 35 hour week.
Hours: 35 hours per fortnight.

skills,

as

well

as an

apply for this position please phone Lloyd Grosse on 211 0499 after I Gam to
register your name and have a duty statement and selection criteria sent to you.
Closing date 12 February 1990.
ACON is

an

equal opportunity employer and has

a

policy of non-smoking in the workplace.

FRONTLINE is produced by the AIDS Council
editorial information contact the Education Unit,

Counsellor/

receptionist

and

an

Support

person.
The role of the AIDS council in this project

Organisation
as

has

ineffective,

impracticable, expensive and discriminatory.
The US travel restrictions do nothing to pre¬
vent the spread of AIDS" said Ms Leanne
Joyce, Executive Director of AFAO. "It's
ironic that a country where AIDS is rife and
which is a net exporter of HIV should uphold
such policies. It's also ironic that for a country
as a

world leader in

rights, should impose such draconian

"It is repugnant

that the USA resorts to
grand-standing. It's likely that the
restrictions were introduced for political
expediency rather than as good public health

such

measures.

its

on

The US needs

to

are wrong, and that it should not
international conference which relies

policies
an

the

duals

participation of HIV positive indivi¬

to

be successful."

Ms

Joyce said current procedures require
people to declare their antibody status
before obtaining a waiver to enter the United
States. If such a waiver is granted, the indi¬
vidual's passport is stamped with a mark
meaning "contagious and dangerous diseases"
which is a clear violation of confidentiality in
the US, and on return. She said that if a HIV

mittee

positive individual did not declare but were
suspected of being positive, they may be
deported. "There has also been cases where
people carrying AIDS literature have been

purely administrative. A steering com¬
representative of the target group
will be set up for the project, and the service
will operate with a considerable degree of
autonomy. When the service has demon¬
strated solid community backing and stability
in its organisation and operation, then it will
commence to function like many other non
government community-target group based
organisations with a direct funding agree¬
with the AIDS Bureau, and without the

need for the umbrella of a

larger, more estab¬
lished community based organisation.
Initially, Geoffrey Fysh will be employed as
acting Education Officer for the project to
facilitate its inception.

of NSW (ACON). For membership, subscription, distribution and
PO Box 350, Darlinghurst NSW 2010, (02) 283 3222, TTY for Deaf and
hearing impaired (02) 283 2088, FAX 283 2199. ACON Hunter Branch: PO Box 124, Islington NSW 2296, (049) 61 2786.
ACON North Coast Branch: PO Box 63, South Lismore NSW 2480, (066) 22 1555, FAX (066) 22 1520.

protest."
Overseas organisations supporting the
boycott include: International Red Cross/Red

harassed
Dr

at

US borders." she said.

David

Plummer, AFAO's National

President said that the

measures

were

a

retrograde step in AIDS prevention. He said,
"They go against the spirit of international
cooperation in the fight against AIDS. The
international AIDS effort is

a

model for all

other infectious diseases. This is a result of
the essential mix of science, medicine, the

community and people at risk. Without the
who are HIV positive,
the conference cannot hope to obtain a
balanced, visionary response.
contribution of people

"AFAO condemns the

current

US immi¬

gration procedures. They threaten the inter¬
national AIDS effort.
"AFAO and its constituents

(including

International and US National Associations of

conference whilst those restrictions remain
in

AIDS.

state

have voted

and territory AIDS Council)
overwhelmingly to boycott the

place. It joins

many

other non-govern¬

pean

ACON TO ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE HIV TESTING
The AIDS Council of NSW has decided

to

actively encourage people who may be at risk
to AIDS/HIV to seek voluntary HIV testing.
The Council will also actively encourage
people who are HIV infected to regularly
monitor their immune system so they are
able

to

receive treatment for HIV infection at

the earliest

possible opportunity.

"The AIDS Council believes there

be reminded that

will be

ment

To

one

Health

described travel restrictions

host

The project will play an educative and sup¬
portive role for workers in the Sex Industry,
dealing with issues of HIV and other STDs,
and concentrating in specific areas of the sex
industry such as brothels and parlours. The
project will employ six people; a Coordinator,
two

World

measures."

sorely missed health service
Industry Workers will soon be back

organisations around the world in this

ment

People with AIDS, France's AIDES, the Euro¬
AIDS Service Organisation, the British
Haemophilia Society, Frontliners (UK),
Oxfam (UK), Spanish, Austrian, Dutch and
Scandinavian organisations of people with
HIV/AIDS, AIDS-Hilfe in West Germany and
Canada's National Advisory Committee on

each

"The

human

PROJECT

in action. The Sex Workers Outreach Pro¬

Social

Newsletter Co-ordinator

38, February 1990.

Crescent, the British Medical Association,

of AIDS Organisations (AFAO) has announced that Australian
non-government organisations will boycott the Sixth International Conference on AIDS
unless the US Government withdraws restrictions on travel for people with HIV/AIDS to the
United States. The Sixth International Conference on AIDS is scheduled to be held in San
Francisco in June 1990.

which in all its rhetoric

An essential and
for Sex
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are now

compelling reasons for people at risk to HIV
get tested and to know their HIV and their

to

immune

status"

said

Council

Executive

Director, Bill Whittaker.
"Over the past two years we

vided

by the Commonwealth Government.
"Surveys of gay men in NSW conducted in
1986/87 demonstrate that a very high pro¬
portion of gay men have been tested (70% in
1986/87). The Council is concerned that a
significant number of gay men and bisexual
men who do not identify with a gay commun¬
ity (particularly in outer urban and country
areas) may not be aware of the current
advantages of being tested and regularly
monitoring their immune system. The same
applies to IV users and people with other risk
factors."
"The

April awareness campaign will focus
people. The campaign will also
target people at risk who have previously

have seen
important medical advances which give
people with HIV infection some real options.
Prior to that testing had few advantages as
there were virtually no treatments available."
"Today we have drugs which can prolong
life by slowing the development of AIDS and
preventing some HIV related illnesses. Drugs
can
prevent the onset of Pneumocystis
pneumonia, which has been the number one
killer of people with AIDS. Recent studies of
the drug ACT have indicated that it works
not only for people with AIDS, but also for
those who have mild HIV symptoms who
have not yet progressed to AIDS."
"There are currently around 70 new drugs
being developed to treat AIDS/HIV. So it is
important that people at risk know their anti¬
body status so they can take advantage of
these new treatments as soon as they

the AIDS Council about these and other

become available."

issues

The AIDS Council is

developing a pilot
national public information campaign for the
Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations
(AFAO) to inform people of the advantages
of knowing their HIV antibody status and
monitoring their immune system if they are
HIV infected. The public information cam¬
paign targeted at those at risk to HIV will
commence in April, with funding being pro¬

on

these

decided

not to

be tested. We also need to

reach

people who tested positive some years
ago, but who are not regularly monitoring
their immune system."
Whittaker urged that people about to be
tested be extremely careful. "In NSW we
have laws which do not adequately protect
people with HIV against discrimination and
guarantee confidentiality. We urge anyone
considering testing to contact the AIDS
Council

so

that

we can

and doctors who will

refer them

to

clinics

give confidential test¬

ing, with adequate pre and post test counsel¬
ling. People who are HIV positive must be
extremely careful about who they tell their
result

to

and should seek information from

relating to HIV testing."

Whittaker said that the efforts of the AIDS

Council and AFAO

to

bring people at risk to

HIV infection into the health
must

be matched

ernments to

more

lives."

"People with AIDS and HIV
our compassion; they need
will prolong and improve their

than

services that

system

by a commitment from gov¬

make services available to all

who need them.

need

care

ACON TO EXPAND AIDS/HIV SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
The AIDS Council of New South Wales has received additional funding to provide urgently
needed preventative education and support services. The State Minister for Health, Peter Collins,

approved the funding increase early in January.
ACON Executive Director, Bill Whittaker,
said that "the funding increases are welcome,
but

long overdue. The demands on our ser¬
vices, particularly in the support and com¬
munity services area, have increased drama¬
tically and will continue to do so, especially as
the AIDS caseload grows and more people
who decide to be tested seek counselling,
support programs

and information about

AIDS/HIV issues."
"Because of lack of

have

resources we

Earthquake damage to
AIDS services in Hunter
The

earthquake which devastated the city of

Newcastle

on

28 December,

1989 caused

structural damage to the building in Maitland
Road that housed the Hunter Region Branch of
the AIDS Council

of NSW. As a result evacua¬
tion ofthe building was necessary.
New premises are currently being sought
Appropriate accommodation in and around the
Central Business District is difficult to obtain at
this time as so many businesses and organisa¬
tions need to relocate.

ACON Hunter's blood

testing service has
temporarily ceased, however other services pro¬
vided
education, information, referral and
counselling - are still available and can be
reached by telephoning ACON on (049)
612786. Unfortunately we have only one tele¬
phone line available and we regret any incon¬
venience or delays this may cause to those seek¬
-

ing our services.
There has also been

damage to the Royal
there is some disrup¬
AIDS services offered

relatively little in outer urban
and rural areas, where community based pre¬
ventative education programs and support
services are so desperately needed. Hope¬
fully, these funding increases will be a turning
point in that situation."
"At the

same

time,

we must

continue to

that the very

successful changes in
drug use behaviour is main¬
tained among identified gay men. There is a
tendency for people to regard the gay com¬
munity as a somewhat static population,
when in reality it is changing and dynamic. We
can afford no complacency in our work with
the gay community. Expanded resources to
work within the gay community are vital."
Details of ACON's expanded AIDS/HIV
services and programs are as follov^;
ensure

sexual and IV

Preventive Education
ACON's Education Unit will be increased to
include

a

Venue Liaison Officer who will be

seeking greater cooperation from gay venues
in promoting safe sex awareness; an Evalua¬
tion and Planning Officer to help plan preven¬
tative education campaigns and evaluate
them; 4 additional Beat Outreach Workers

(to be located in the Hunter and lllawarra
areas); and 2 Rural Outreach Workers to
develop information and supF>ort mechanisms
among men who have sex with men in rural
areas.

A full-time position of Women and AIDS
Project Officer will be appointed, together
with

a

Librarian/Research Officer who will

manage ACON's expanding collection of
AIDS/HIV related material and make this

Newcastle Hospital, and
tion and relocation of the

material

there.

through the Australian Feder¬
ation of AIDS Organisations (AFAO) for a
Gay/Bisexual Mens Project Officer to do
peer education work, and a 3 month position
of HIV Testing Awareness Project Officer to
develop a campaign on the benefits of volun¬
tary testing, proposed for April.

STATISTICS
As

ofthe 26 January 1990, a total of 1707 cases of
full AIDS had been notified to the National Health
& Medical Research Council's Special Unit in AIDS
Epidemiology and Clinical Research in Sydney.
Distribution: Of the 1707 people, 1069
(62.6%) were in NSW, 356 (20.9%) were in
Victoria, 116 (6.8%) were in Queensland, 79
(4.6%) were in Western Australia, 58 (3.4%)
were in South Australia, 18(1.1%) were in the
ACT, 9 (0.5%) were in Tasmania, and 2 (0.1 %)
were

in the Northern

Territory.

Deaths: 934 of the 1707 total

(54.7%) have

died.
15 of the 1707

were

under

more

accessible to people with

Commonwealth

Additional

HIV.

funds

have

been received

Community/Support Services
ACON's

Community Services Unit will be
expanded to include a Volunteer/Staff Coun¬
sellor;

a

Volunteer Recruitment Officer;

Accommodation Officer

to meet

the

an

ever

increasing housing needs of people with
AIDS/HIV; and
to meet

very

Characteristics:

ACON Branches/Offices
The Hunter and Lismore ACON Branches
receive additional staff which will

been able to do

the

a

second HIV Support Officer

increasing demand for ACON's

them to be

education,
sex

with

more

pro

permit
active in preventative

among men who have
The Hunter Branch will be

especially

men.

expanded to include an Educator/Counsellor
and a part-time Community Support Network
Coordinator, and Lismore Branch has also
been funded for an Educator/Counsellor.
An ACON office will be established in the

A
lllawarra will be

Community Worker for
appointed to coordinate
community based preventative education and
support services. Two Beat Outreach Work¬
lllawarra

ers

area.

will be based in the lllawarra.

People Living With AIDS (NSW)
ACON

strongly supports the People Uving
Funding
for a full-time Coordinator and part-time
Newsletter Editor for PLWA (NSW) has
been provided by the State Government.
With AIDS movement in Australia.

AIDS/HIV Programs
Sex Workers

for

ACON has agreed to accept management of
a Sex Workers Outreach Project (SWOP),
which is being established to provide AIDS/
HIV education and support to prostitutes and
their clients.

"Ideally ACON would like to

AIDS, 1502

were men

In addition 47

who had

sex

with

with full AIDS had

men.

injected
drugs as well as having sex with men. 13 men
were drug injectors who had not had sex with
men. 48 had been infected through blood or
blood components/products. 30 had been
infected through sex with women or were still
under investigation.
men

This

year's gay community HIV/AIDS preven¬
campaign is now under way. In
the tradition of the Safe Sex Summer cam¬
paign of 1988 and the Out Loving, Out Living,
Out Lasting campaign of 1989, this year's cam¬
paign is clearly directed at Sydney's estab¬
lished gay male community.
The safe sex messages of this campaign

tive education

serve as a

those of

behaviour,
to

industry. However, NSW sex industry
groups have not been able to agree at this
stage on the formation of a single organisa¬
sex

tion."

the

scene

and who
mes¬

for this year carries the
KEEP IT UP - SAFE SEX - WE'RE
a

morale

message taking safe sex into the
1990s and congratulating the Sydney gay
the past years.
The specific safe sex

are

available in the form of

and postcards, and will be distributed
through the commercial gay venues through¬
out Sydney. A promotional t-shirt carrying
the KEEP IT UP message will also be distri¬
buted to the gay venue staff to wear for the
duration of the campaign. A series of adver¬
tisements has begun in the gay press (Sydney
Star Observer, Campaign, Outrage) covering
posters

these issues.
For

community on their adherence to safe sex

more

information

on

Simon Donohoe
283 3222.
contact

over

issues targeted in this

at

this

campaign

ACON

(02)

INFORMATION NIGHTS FOR HIV INFECTED PEOPLE
A PART OF THE 1990 MARDI GRAS FESTIVAL

TUESDAY: 6 FEBRUARY
1. HIV INFECTION AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM:
►
►

►

until the Minister for Health is confident
about

funding a single representative sex
worker organisation which could then take
over the project."

►

►

ACON is

►

Goulbum Street,

►

►

more

successful support groups for people liv¬

ACON/MACQUARIE PROJECT - NEW STAGE STARTS

What the virus does in your body.
How your body reacts.
What is iikely to happen once you are

infected.

►

What does

monitoring mean.
What makes it worthwhiie.
The basics of what you need to

know about monitoring.

What is prophylaxis.
How it will help you.
What illnesses can be
How will you

prevented by using prophylaxis.
know if you need it.

TUESDAY: 20 FEBRUARY
3. TREATMENTS & DRUG TRIALS:
►

What

►

How will they help you.
The need for drug trials.
What drugs are available.

►

►
►
►

►

are

drug trials.

The pros and cons of drug trials.
What medical treatments are available.

Whose choice is it anyway.

DEBATE AND DISCUSSION ARE INTENDED AS PART OF THESE EVENINGS

The

ACON/Macquarie project which has been producing excellent research into gay
mens responses to AIDS has a new stage under way. Project Coordinator, Cory Dowsett,
has been Joined by Mark Davis, formerly peer educator with QuAC, in an actionresearch study of men who have sex with men, but who are not closely connected with
gay communities. This new stage has been funded by the Commonwealth Government
and is aimed at producing ideas for AIDS educators trying to develop ideas for this par¬
ticular group of men. The project goes by the name CHAP. For further information,
contact either Gary or Mark on (02) 80S 8042.

is, and what a virus is.

2. MONITORING & PROPHYLAXIS:

ACON Accommodation

relocating to new premises at 188
Darlinghurst, in early Feb¬
ruary to accommodate its expanded services.
The new premises are larger and will bring
together ACON's Sydney services under the
one roof. The new building is located on the
edge of the central business district, just off

What the immune system
How the virus is spread.

TUESDAY: 13 FEBRUARY
►

ing with AIDS/HIV.

The

are new to

boosting

workers be func¬

tioning, so ACON will manage the project

Oxford Street, and near to transport.
The relocated offices are much
accessible for people with HIV/AIDS.

already changed our
giving new information

WINNING AGAINST AIDS. This is

►

sex

as

sages.
The main poster

►

for

well

previously unexposed to these

message

The materials

who have

as

those who

were

"It is vital that AIDS/HIV information and

support programs

reminder and reinforcement for

us

campaign are oral sex, withdrawing before
cumming instead of using condoms,
drugs & alcohol and safe sex, and safe
sex in relationships. These issues were
identified as being significant through consul¬
tations with various general practitioners who
have a large gay clientele, counsellors from
the Albion Street (AIDS) Centre, and various
focus groups from the gay community.

see an

organisation of sex workers manage AIDS/
HIV education and support programs in the

14 years of age. 52 of the over 14 year olds were
women. Of the women 28 had been infected

through blood transfusions, 9 had used inject¬
able drugs, 15 were infected through sex with
men, or were still under investigation.
Of the 1640 men over 14 years with full

1990 SUMMER PREVENTIVE
EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

evenings

commence at

6.30pm and will end by 8.30pm each night.
that interests you.

You don't need to make a booking, just tiu"n up on the night
The information sessions will be held at

188 Goulburn Street

Darlinghurst

Further information can be found from ACON by ringing (02) 211
the HIV Support Project on (02) 212 3980.

0499

or

by contacting

EVENING

SESSIONS

frouah draft...)

SCHEDULE

-+-

WEDNESDAY

"The

THURSDAY

Global

"Barriers

Impact of HIV"

1.
2.

Jonathan Mann

3.

"chile"

4.

Mary Goulart

"mexico"
"africa"
"denmark"

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"haitian coalition"
"c.i.r.r.s."

a.

b.

Jerry De Jong (C)
Frank Davis (C)

(C)

"gabriella"

5.
6.
a.

b.
c.

d.
0.

f.

Outreach"

to

(C)

Virginia Schubert (P)
Moher Downing (C)
Beatriz Pestana (P)
June Osborne (C)
"act up/chicago"

"paul kawata"
"int'l boycott rep'V
"3rd world advisory"

c.

Maureen

d.

"roma"

f.

Urvashi Vaid (P)
"maxine wolf"
"ken jones"

Moderator:
Mark Smith

e.

Gammon

Moderator:
Leon McKusick

(P)

(C)

(C)

+-

-+-

-+

+-

-+-

-+

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

"Treatment, Research, and
Clinical
1.

5.

Anthony Fauci (C)
Luc Montagnier (C)
Robert Yarchoan (P)
Jim Eigo (P)
Martin Delaney
(C)—

6.

"woman"

7.

"person of color"

a.

Ellen

b.

2.
3.
4.

"The Political
HIV-Disease"

Trials"

1.
2.

Stuff

Kennedy (P)
Representative Waxman
3. Paul Boneberg (C)
4. Jean McGuire (C)
5. Martin Delaney
6. William Roper (P)
Senator

a.

Catherine Maier

Jesse

Dobson (C)
Michelle Roland (C)

b.

Peter

c.

Sandra Hernandez

d.

"john james"

d.

Larry Kramer

e.

"alternative treatment"

e.

Carmen

f.

"person of color"

f.

c.

Cooper (C)

Moderator:
David Corkerey
Emcee

for all

H

"P"

4

of

(C)

Staley (C)
(P)

(P)
(C)
Randy Shilts (?)
Chavez

Moderator:

(P)

Pat

Christen

(C)

nights: Mike Shriver
1

denotes

"Pending" while "C" denotes

a

"Confirmation"

(P)
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ATTACHMENT 1

OVERVIEW OF 1990

INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON
Revised 12/6/88

John L. Ziegler,

Paul A.

Co-Chairmen

AIDS

Volberding

Guiding principles:

1.

scientific research on all aspects of AIDS
Secondary aim to promote networks and interdisciplinary collaboration among participants
Tertiary aim to translate research findings into meaningful benefits for society

Main aim is

a.

b.
e.

2.

exchange of

virology, immunology,
epidemiology, and clinical applications. A minority of attendees will be in a position to report
social, legal, ethical, etc. features. Therefore, we should consider Moscone Center
major biomedical and clinical/epidemiology topics, and the Marriott Hotel for presentation
of psycho/social/legal/economic aspects. We must arrange programming schedules to optimize
interchange between these two groups. Space at the Marriott can be set aside for meetings of
special interest groups (e.g. WHO, Red Cross, non^profits, sexologists, etc.)

From

available data, most

participants will focus on biomedical aspects;

research on
for

3.

General plan (see
the

accompanying diagram). There will be four

thematic "tracks" running through

conference.

biomedical research on AIDS, to include basic sciences: virology;
immunology; cellular and molecular biology; drug development; and diagnostic development.

Track I consists

0

0

Track II

of basic,

staging, markers,

0

clinical manifestations, treatment

prevention, to include demography,
factors, public health interventions, education, and counselling.

Track ITT
risk

topics relating to
and natural history studies.

consists of' clinical

consists of

epidemioloav and

trials,

transmission,

;£NT BYiXerox Telecopier 7021

Page Two

0

•

:12- 7-88

:

17:08

4153862082^

:

415 821 3172:# 6

Overview

Track IV consists of issues related

to

the social sciences and health policv

including

psychosocial aspects, legal, ethical and economic impact, community responses, and AIDS

finding.

Two simultaneous plenary sessions will be
will be shown

sessions

on

during the poster sessions each day.

the final conference

advances in

held at Moscone (Halls A and B). Videotaped replays
A unique feature will be the rapporteur

day (day S). A rapporteur will be assigned to

sum up

the main

specific topics at the conclusion of the conference in the following categories:

virology; pathogenesis; clinical management; epidemiology and prevention; social impact; and
international issues.

Day 1 of the Conference will consist of registration, opening ceremony, and welcoming

reception. Each subsequent conference day (day 2, 3, 4) will consist of simultaneous plenary
talks and poster sessions until 1:00 p.m.

with 2 workshop sessions (9 with 8

papers

each) in the

afternoon and roundtablei (6 with 6 papers each plus 30 minute panel discussion) held on two

evening sessions (day 2, 3).

Workshops will be directed toward research presentations (10

minutes) with discussion (S minutes).
presentation and discussion of

more

Roundtables will have

controversial topics.

a panel

with the focus

on

-NT *BY:Xerox Telecopier 7021

6th
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10:00 AM8:00 PM

4153862082-

InternotionQl Conference of
Program Overview

l| Thursday
):00

:

AM-6:00PM

8:30 AM11:00 AM

PLENARY

Friday

AIDS

Saturday

REGISTRATION
8:30 AM11:00 AM
PLENARY
SESSIONS

REGISTRA¬
TION:

SESSIONS

nOSCONC &
MARRIOTT

11:00 AM1:00 PM
POSTERS

11:00 AM1:00 PM
POSTERS

1:00 PM-

1:00 PM-

8:30 AM11:00 AM

9:00 AM 12:00 PM

PLENARY
SESSIONS

SESSIONS

11:00 AM1:00 PM

POSTERS
1:00 PM-

3:00 PM

4:00 PM6:00 PM
OPENING
CEREMONY

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

3:30 PM5:30 PM

3:30 PM5:30: PM

6:00 PM
8:00 PM

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

8:00 PM10:00 PM

8:00 PM10:00 PM

7:30 PM

R0UNDTA8LE3

SAN FRAN¬

-

RECEPTION

(Pltzt

-

Hovird St.)

ROUNOTABLE3

SundOM

WORKSHOPS
3:30 PM8:30:PM
WORKSHOPS

EYENING IN
CISCO

RAPPORTEUR

(CONFERENCE
SUMMARIES)
12:00 NOON
CLOSING
CEREMONY

1.

Coafereace Objtctlvti tad Format

- A preliminary overview of the Conference oi
attachment 1).
All scientific sessions (excluding invite
jlerary
speakers) will be selected from the abstracts received. Thus, some flexibility is necessarv in
.

has been prepared (lee

the final format.

2.

Workshop • A two hour block of eight, 10 minute oral presentations, followed by 5 minute
discussion. Each workshop will have two invited chairpersons who will divide the
workshop
between them (i.e. one hour each). Chairpersons will in all likelihood be selected from
the
roster
e Scientific Program Committee
(see below) or from abstract submissions. The
numbc
' J
location of workshops will be decided after abstracts are
...ations

recoir
new

are

reviewed and
received from the reviewers. Oral presentations will consist of important

information of general interest and high scientific merit.

3.

Approximately 1000 posters can be displayed on each of three days of the
Conference, Posters will be selected on the basis of scientific merit,
relevance, general interest,
and international representation.

4.

Souadtablas - Two evening sessions are planned in the
preliminary program for simultaneous
roundtable dlscttsiions. In general, these will consist of six
workshop-type presentations (10
minutes, 5 minutes discussion), followed by panel discussions and questions or comments from
the audience. Roundtable topics should reflect research areas of
controversy, ambiguity or
difficult public policy issues.

3.

Snaclflc Tasks for Snaclaltv SuhcommlttMi:

Poster Session

a.

Review categories and subtopics assigned to your Committee subspecialty area
(see
Assure that all relevant topics are repreaented. Combine categories or

attachmeat 2).

subtopics where appropriate. Aim for a comprehensive, generic topic organixation that has
internal logic and can be formatted into Workshop or Potter sessiona Idaatify those topics
or eattgorles that would bo
appropriato for Ronodtable sosilons. Rotnra nanofoted Aroft
of MttaelmiaBt 2 fg CoBfofiieV Chairman hv
1M9. oae wtek prior to the
meetlag of the Local Orgaaixiag Conmitteo,
It will be erltleol to work closely with the J
Holley, Chair) to sort out the topics that bt

heavily on the review
programming.
b.

process,

assignmei

ology/Prevention Track (Track III, S.
.

^f

each track. This decision will impact
abstracts to review committees, and

of names and addresses of The Tnternatinnal Scientifie Program
appropriate to the Specialty Track that your Committee represents.
Do
not worry about overlap with other committees.
Try to add new names to the list.
We anticipate receiving about 4,000 - 5,000 abstracts.
Therefore we will need about
50 names from your Committee.
Assuming that one-third of these will decline, this
Prepare

list

rnmmittee

mean each reviewer will read and score about 50 abstracts.
A list of reviewers
solicited by Stockholm is included in attachment 3.
Each committee will be asked
to
review and rate abstracts that will be distributed to committee members by
category. Tkia list must be delivered to the Conference Chairman by January 18, 1989.

will

c.

Review draft of letter (attachment 4) to each member of the International Scientific

Program Committee.

This letter

requests

each member to be available for intensive

review and scoring of abstracts soon after the submission deadline.
letter draft and return anootated copy to Chairman by January 18, 1989.
d.

Submit

on

draft list of luggeited plenary topics and possible speakers In your

subspscialty
by January 18, 1989. A list of plenary speakers and
topics from the last three international meetings is found in attachment 5.
In this
task, attempt to identify the best and most knowltdgeable public ineakeri rather than
the most prominent personality in the field.

areas

c.

Comment

a

to the Conference Chair

Each committee will be asked at a later date to review and comment on preliminary
drafts of the abstract instructions.
We may wish to consider limiting the abstract
submissions from a single person or group.
Later in the year, you will also be asked
to comment on instructions to reviewers and scoring systems for abstract acceptance.
Finally, following completion of abstract review, your committee will be asked to
prepare a balanced program with estimates of numbers of attendees, etc.

ABSTRACTS PER
IV

448
486
286

Virology

Pathogenesis/Immunology

B
C
D
£ Problems
F
G Clinical

Antiviral therapy
Epidemiology

in the

Prevention

developing World

Management

Psycho-social aspects
I Health care and society
X (no particular subject)

H

P

on AIDS
received TOTAL

International Conference

Subject
A

CATEGORY

(Plenary

Speakers)

430

433

260
479

506
254
283

230
254
610

759

217

271
263

181
002

002
020

020

3,578
TOTAL

eecenteri

3,112

TOTAf

14%

14%
08%
15%
07%

08%
20%
07%

06%

6th International Conference on
Local

AIDS

Organizing Committee
Minutes

Nov«mb«r 30,

In

1988

attandance;

John Ziaglar,

Paul Volbarding, John Mills, Tom Horn, Connia

Wofsy, Mika HcGrath, Gaorga Rutharford, Chuck Smuklar, Fat Evans,
John Graanspan, Craig Lindquist, Margarat Grada, Barbara Woodruff,

Diana Vara,
Malissa

Vidarkahr
John

Ziaglar bagan tha maating with a discussion on confaranca sponsorship.
of California has agraad to sponsor tha confaranca contingent

Tha Univarsity

approved budget, an acceptable Courtesy
hiring of a local staff.

upon an

CONFERENCE ADMINISTRATION

Associates contract, and tha

POST-CONFERENCE MEETING (COMPOSITE OF AIDS/ARC UPDATE.

CLINICAL CARE,

AND

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON AIDS)
It was determined that the effort needed to arrange for this meeting to take
place immediately after the 6th International Conference on AIDS would be too
complex an undertaking. The decision was to not have a post-conference
meeting and absorb the social and health care policy issues into our Track 4.

LOGISTICS
Call

for

Papers:

Production of
Call

the Call

for Abstracts

for Abstracts will

is

the major goal

ahead of

contain

abstract

us.

submission

forms,
submission instructions, committee lists, general information,
registration/hotel reservation forms.
In order to begin the
scientific part of the Call the following tasks need to be
accomplished:

The

and

Track Chairman:

abstract submission categories (sent to you by
Ziegler) and determine categories for abstract
submission for this conference.
This is the main task

Review past
John

begin the Call for Abstracts.
Categories should
brought to the January 25, 1990 Local Organizing
Committee Meeting for full committee discussion.

needed

to

be

•

Begin formation of your abstract review committees.

Co-Chairmen/Courtesy Associates:
•

the abstract submission form, submission
instructions, general information, and registration/hotel

Draft

reservation

forms.

Bring draft to January 25 meeting for full committee

•

discussion.

CONFERENCE

The

PROGRAM

conference

program was

discussed as follows:

Plenary Program:
1/2 hour presentations will allow approximately 30 Plenary talks.
They will be scheduled in the morning 8:30 am - 11:00 am.
They will be video taped and replayed in the same room during the
•

•

lunch periods.
Posters:
•

.

Depending on available space, approximately 1,000 posters per day
be scheduled.
Oral presentations will be included in the
poster sessions.

will

•

Poster

and

will

1:00

Poster
pm.

be scheduled for 11:00 am - 1:00 pm and
expected to be at their posters between 12:00 pm

sessions will

Authors

be

pm.

should

set-up

each day by 8:30 am and taken down

by 6:00

*

*

r.

Marriott

(as long

as Marriott can be fully set for our meeting
Tuesday) and the companies pay all costs involved with their
meetings and any re-sets for our meetings.

on

ABSTRACT PROCESSING

committee

The

began discussions on how to

ideas

Initial

process

the submitted abstracts.

are:

(North/South) and Asian submissions are sent to Courtesy
directly.
European/African submissions are sent to IAS who forwards in bulk to
Courtesy
Courtesy processes the abstracts and forwards to appropriate review
team members with instructions and score sheets.
They are researching

American

Associates

using an optical scanner to log in and reproduce the abstracts.
At least 2 (possibly 3) reviewers should be assigned to each abstract,

•

one

of

The

San Francisco

A

which

review

teams

is

a

local

reviewer.

office

collects

meeting in March,

where

abstracts

are

the

scores.

1990,

for Track Chairmen and head of review
accepted/rejected and assigned as oral and

poster presentations.
SIMULTANEOUS
It

was

INTERPRETATION

decided

that English will be the official language and that no
Plenary Sessions will be arranged by the conference.
If a
would like to sponsor this cost, then the decision could change.

translation of
company

SPECIAL EVENTS
Due

costs, the only social event covered by the registration fee will be
opening reception.
Another evening event may be sponsored by AmFAR and
will be available to participants at an additional cost.
A Speakers' Dinner
will be planned for one evening for committee members. Plenary speakers, and
special guests of the conference.
It was decided that a buffet menu with an
abundance of cocktail tables/chairs would be more conducive to a pleasant
evening than an expensive sit down dinner where people may not know their
to

the

dinner

NEXT

The
that

partners.

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE MEETING
next

all

meeting is January 25,
members

attend

and

that

1990, 8:30

am on Ward
Track Chairmen bring

categories for abstract submission.

84.

It is important
their suggested

INTERNATIONAL

SIXTH

CONFERENCE

ORGANIZING

Molly Cooke,
Pat

Rita

Evans,

M.D.

Hernandez,

Lee,

Leon

McKusick,

M.D.

Ph.D.

(

Ben
Merv

Poole,

N.P.

Scitovsky, M.A.
Schatz,

Esq.

Silverman, M.D.

Jim Sorensen,
Tim Wolfred,

Ph.D.

Psy.D.

New

■

5H22

1111

Market
Grove

St,

3rd Floor

#115B

Market

UCSF

Box

4326

-

SFGH

2A12

SFGH

Ward

NGRA

St,

2nd Floor

Box

SFGH

Ward

P.O.

Box

SF

I'

>

S'

' '

94105

'

J
597-9163

SF

94103

864-5571

SF

94102

554-2560

SF

94103

621-5996
476-4921

St

SF

94114

552-6356
821-5505

95

476-4091

Bryant St

UCSF

6

0936

18th

540

Suite 600

C 1

821-8317

1111

860

PROGRAM

Montgomery,

SFGH

101

M.D.

Diane Miller

Anne

'

(

R.N.

Phil

Lauren

74

M.D.

Fahrner,

Sandra

Ph.D.

AIDS

COMMITTEE

SCIENTIFIC

Margaret Chesney,

ON

Castro

St

PA

94301

326-8120

SF

94114

863-3624

0990

476-8266

92

821-8764

6182

SF

94101

864-5855

Februaiy 15, 1989

John

To:

Ziegler

Paul Volberding
Robert Wachter
Track D Program

Committee

Donald Abrams

From:

Chairman, Track D Committee
Re:

February 9th Meeting

Present:

M.

Chesney, R. Fahrner, L. McKusick, D. Miller, B. Schatz, J. Sorenson, P. Christen

(for T. Wolfred).

Addendum: Since this meeting, the Track Chairs have met with the conference chairmen.
A decision was made to label the Tracks with letters; therefore we are now Track D.
In

addition, reshuffling of out issue categories was also negotiated.

See below.

Policy Local Scientific Program Committee held its second
this meeting were to review the Draft of Call for
categories suggested for Track IV and attempt to
complete our list of suggested members for the International Scientific Program Committee.
Once again a hvely meeting ensued. Many comments and recommendations arose. There was
some concern about the modified version of our issues topics.
To that end we will attempt
to address each of these areas as recommended by the conference chairmen.

Track IV:

Social Science and

on February 9, 1989. The goals of
Abstracts, comment on the revised abstract

meeting

DRAFT OF CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
The committee had a number of general and some quite specific recommendations for changes
on the January 30, 1989 Draft of the Call for Abstracts.
As a general comment the Track IV
Committee had a sense that the tone of the Call for Abstracts was somewhat negative and

pejorative. Specific instances will be pointed out below. However the authors of the Call are
asked to attempt to he explanatory with more of a positive approach as opposed to negative
slant.

Specific items of

Page 1

-

concern are

The question

listed by

arose as

page.

to whether the title of the conference would continue to be
on AIDS or whether "AIDS" would be more appropriately

the Sixth International Conference

changed to "the HIV epidemic". We discussed the feeling that precedent had been set and
people now do extend their thinking about the term AIDS to include the HIV epidemic.
We mentioned that the International Society is the International AIDS Society as opposed to
the International HIV Epidemic Society.
However the point was made and the
most

recommendation is forwarded for comment.

It was noted that the United States is one of the few countries in the world that puts the date
after the month as opposed to before it. It was suggested that we consider listing the date
as 20-24 June 1990.
On reviewing the Montreal Call for Abstracts, this convention was found
on the French language side of the booklet whereas the numbers following the month were

present on the English language side.
It

was

felt that San Francisco,

to be to chauvinistic and

The

California should be identified as being in the USA so
that everybody knows exactly where California is.

as

not

assume

in the

University of California, San Francisco is often deleted. The committee
the correct convention? In listing the sponsoring organizations the
committee wondered how the order of the hsting of the co-sponsors was determined.
It
appears to be alphabetical except for the inversion of the World Health Organization and the
International AIDS Society.
comma

questioned which

Page 2

was

The committee felt again that the dates should be displayed with the numeral prior

-

to the month and that the dollars should indicate US currency.

There was also a concern as to why the deadline for the submission of abstracts had been
moved to January 15th. The Sixth International Conference on AIDS will begin approximately
three weeks later than most of the previous conferences. January 15th is very close to the
end of the holiday season. It is felt that this would provide unnecessary stress and 3neld staler
research results.

Page 5

-

The committee congratulated the author for the succinct introductory paragraph
of the 1990 Conference.

which well states the purpose

Track IV Committee members took issue with the term "scientist"

as

the first word under the

plenary sessions heading. Alternatives suggested were "experts" or "investigators" as some of
the people presenting may, in fact, not be scientists. If PWA's would be represented either
in plenary sessions or workshops, they might not even be considered investigators be could be
expert on HIV disease. It was noted that this was the only situation in which the term
scientist was used. At other points in the Call for Abstracts the individuals were identified
as "authors", "experts" or investigators.
The committee

as how the rapporteurs would be selected. Would there be one
would rapporteurs be selected for a subset of a Track i.e. virology,
neurologic advances, ethical concerns, etc.
was

interested

rapporteur per Track

or

The committee felt that the reiteration of the fact that "no simultaneous translations services
will be provided" was unnecessary and that this section could end with the statement that "the
official language of the conference is English".

Provisional Schedule - The Track IV Committee felt that by adding mention of the Lesbian
and Gay Freedom Day Parade on the schedule on the afternoon of Sunday, June 24th that
there would be some further assurance that the Parade Program Committee as well as the

community as a whole would be more apt to be compliant with
Chairmanship of 1990 regarding accommodating marchers etc.

any

requests from the

Page 6 - Members of the Track IV Committee were concerned on reviewing the Track II
headings that psychiatric and mental health interventions did not appear to be accommodated
under the existing headings. The clumping of neuro and psychiatric under organ systems also
was not entirely agreeable to some of the mental health providers.
In addition, it was noted
on reviewing the membership of the Track 11 Committee that no expertise in psychiatry,
psychology or mental health issues was represented.

Page 7

-

The committee paid

some

attention to the topics in Track III to ascertain that there

would be little redundancy or overlap.
There were two areas of concern where
recommendations were made. The Track IV membership felt that there was no place to
discuss possible lesbian transmission of HIV and recommended that heading 10 be changed to
"Homosexual and Bisexual Populations" to incorporate this possibility.
In addition, the
committee felt that there was evidence that use of drugs other than by intravenous routes

increase the risk of transmission of HIV. The committee recommended that topic 11 be
changed to "Drug Abusers" or "Substance Abusers" to eliminate the absolute attention to IV
drug use alone.

may

The committee's response to

the amendments in the Track IV issues will be discussed in the

following section.
Page 8

-

The committee felt that this

recommended that

If was pointed out that the
in the first paragraph after

It

recommended that the sentence

was

or some

It

really had the most punitive tone and
slightly less so.

phrase "with appropriate statistical analysis" would best be placed
methods or results as opposed to discussion and conclusions.

positive by sa3dng something such

was

more

page

of the statements be modified to be

some

as

regarding "promissory statements" could be made more
"abstracts should contain preliminary data at a minimvun"

such statement.

felt that the comments

boldly highlighted

as

regarding a single abstract submission per author should be
this is a new convention initiated at the 1990 Conference.

In the second paragraph under Oral/Poster Presentations it was felt "generally
be deleted from the beginning of the second sentence. The handwritten insert

speaking" could
again had some
negative overtones. The committee felt that the statement beginning "authors are discouraged"
could best be deleted as it was somewhat obvious to most people who would be submitting
abstracts.
The Track IV Committee

again felt that 1 February 1990 would be

a

better abstract deadline.

Page 9 - The sentence regarding "every effort will be expended to place abstracts in the
appropriate program category" was not felt to be highly informative. It was suggested that this
be reworded or deleted.
It was also felt that the second sentence in the next paragraph
seemed to be somewhat redundant recapitulating the same thought.
COMMENTS ON REVISED ABSTRACT CATEGORIES
The Track IV Committee had much to say about the
submitted abstract categories. From our initial sixteen

proposed amendments to you initially
issue headings submitted, High Impart
Populations was deleted entirely. Access to Care, Treatment and Trials was merged with
Models of Care and Delivery to yield Access to Care/Treatment Models. AIDS and Clinical
Ethics

was

added.

AIDS in the Schools

was

added.

The Dissemination of Scientific

Knowledge was appended to the Role of the Media Session and Duty to Treat was highlighted
as a specific Health Care Worker issue.
The committee made the following proposals to these
amendments.
The committee believes that a sentence underneath the heading suggesting
science prospectives sought include psychology, sociology, anthropology, political

that the social

science, ethics,

economics, law, public health, public policy and ethnology should be perhaps added. This
would allow for investigators submitting abstracts to understand the full range of social science

input that

we are

seeking in these sixteen issues.

Policy Aspects of HTV Testing was felt to be somewhat limited in the scope of what we were
actually seeking. In an attempt to differentiate IV:in:6 the committee recommended that this
heading he HIV Testing: Sodal and Policy Issues.
The committee has modified IV:4 to read Human Ri^ts and Discadmination. The committee
felt somewhat at sea hy not having suh-headings as the other tracks had developed. It was
felt that it was easier to read if suh headings were available to break up the list of sixteen

topics.

Therefore the committee felt that

om

"Individual and Social Issues".

first four issues could he grouped under

Under "Health Care Issues" the committee would

place the following topics - IV; 5 Access to
Care, Treatment and Trials: Models of Delivery. The committee felt that the amended joining
of these two prior topics did not convey the real impact of Access to Trials. It was asked that
trials he added to the title.*

(* In the subsequent meeting with the Chairmen, it

was

Treatment and Trials from Models of Care and Delivery.
been deleted with a suggestion to include it in Track C.)

agreed to separate Access to Care,
Research Design and Methods has

Although the committee had originally felt that clinical ethics

was,

in part, covered under

Access to Care, Treatment and Trials, Health Care Worker Issues, and the Confidentiality and
Human Rights topics we could see some clinical ethics topics that might not fit into those

headings and

agree

to accept this as

an

additional category.

"AIDS" was necessary in that title. It was the committee's
Treat was not necessary to add to the Health Care Workers
a

specific issue of

some

However, it was not felt that
opinion that including Duty to
I^ues as it highlighted that as

glaring importance.

Under

Community and Society Issues the committee felt that IV: 11 should he AIDS in the
Workplace, Schools and Other Institutions.
This does leave Criminal Justice and the
Correctdoirs System as a separate institution. However, the committee could not rationalize
having a whole topic available for AIDS in the Schools as it was felt that research and science
in this area would he quite thin. Through the elimination of this category the committee felt
that an "Other" category really was ideal to keep space available for unforseen issues in 1989
that may arise in the future. Therefore the committee felt it would round out the Call for
Abstracts if our last category was entitled "New Challenges for the 1990's". This category may
very well get no abstracts submitted however it does allow the opportunity for new areas of
concern

and research to be evaluated.

In summary we

recommend that

our

Call for Abstracts issues be listed

Track IV Social Science and

o

Individual and Social Issues

1)
2)
3)
4)

Human Sexuality
Perinatal and Family Issues
HIV Testing: Social and Policy Issues
Human Rights and Discrimination

Policy

as

follows:

o

Health Care Issues

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

o

Access to Care, Treatment and Trials
Models of Delivery
Clinical Ethics

Drug Development, Testing and Regulations
Health Care Worker Issues

Community and Society Issues
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

AIDS in the Workplace, Schools and Other Institutions
Criminal Justice and the Corrections System

Community Organization and Advocacy
Cost, Financing and Resource Allocation
The Media and the Dissemination of Information
International and Border Issues
New Challenges for the 1990's

MEMBERSHIP FOR INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM COMMITTEE
We are stiU seeking input from some of our members and additional information on
listed. We are short still I believe in representative from Third World countries
be interested in any input from other Steering Conunittee members.

THE GAY AND LESBIAN RESPONSE AND
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON AIDS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Ben Schatz,

the names
and would

TO

THE

Esq distributed a statement prepared by representatives of the Gay and Lesbian
community following the Stockholm meeting. Copies of this statement are being forwarded
to the Conference Chairmen and all Track IV Committee members.
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DATE:

25

TO:

April 1989

Individuals

Concerned About

INS Detention of

FROM:

Pat

SUBJ:

Next

Attached

are

Seropositives

Christen

Meeting/Related Materials

some

of

the materials

from

our

meeting

on

Friday, April 21,

including:
-

-

San Francisco Health Commission Resolution

(provided by Jim Foster)

6th International Conference letter from Drs.

Volberding and Ziegler

(provided by Bob Wachter)
-

CRS

The next
at

Issue

Enc.

(provided by Steve Morin)

meeting of this group will be held
3rd Floor Conference Room.

25 Van Ness,

PC:kc

Brief

on

May 23 at 3:00

p.m.,

RESOLUTION ON

U.S.

POLICY

TOWARD

FOREIGN VISITORS WITH HIV

WHEREAS, the City and County of San Francisco prohibits
discrimination against those with AIDS or HIV infection;

this policy has been adopted as in the best

WHEREAS,

interest of public health and in recognition of the harm
done to individuals and society when arbitrary and wrongful

discrimination takes place;

WHEREAS, people with AIDS and HIV infection have taken
leadership roles in altering the course of the HIV epidemic
in this city and throughout the United States of America,
thereby saving lives by preventing new infections and
providing humane care for those afflicted;
WHEREAS, the city and county of San Francisco is an
established model for AIDS prevention and care programs
earned

has

a

that

world-wide reputation and our City has

encouraged and accepted visitors from foreign nations
seeking to learn from our programs;
San Franciscans have throughout the course of
epidemic relied on the willingness of other nations to
keep their borders open to individuals with AIDS who seek
additional treatments or information in foreign nations;
WHEREAS,

this

WHEREAS,

the World Health Organization and other
bodies concerned with public health call

international

open border policy in all
with AIDS and HIV infection;
an

for

nations regarding individuals

the United States Government regulations prevent
and HIV infection from entering this
country to learn from our programs or to share information
with us, as well as for all other reasons;
WHEREAS,

individuals with AIDS

the United States Government regulation further
foreign visitors with HIV on the grounds that they
carry a dangerous and contagious disease, while at the same
time other United States Government regulations and public
health pronouncements specifically reject the claim that HIV
is contagious in the workplace, schools, hospitals, or other
WHEREAS,

excludes

settings in

a

casual contact transmission;

San Francisco has been selected to serve as the
City for the 1990 International AIDS Conference and the
San Francisco Department of Public Health is an intended
sponsor of this Conference;
WHEREAS,

Host

WHEREAS, the invited participants at the 1990
International AIDS Conference include individuals with AIDS
and HIV infection who will be turned away from our border

United States Government regulation that distorts
misrepresents the character of AIDS and which panders to
the politicization of public health at the expense of life-

under

a

and

saving information;
WHEREAS,
of

no

host nation has

ever

before

refusing entry to individuals with AIDS

adopted
or

a

policy

HIV infection;

be it resolved, that the Health Commission of
City and County of San Francisco urges that the United
States Government amend its regulations on visas for
THEREFORE,

the

individuals
standards

of

with
the

AIDS

World

or

HIV

Health

infection

to

conform

to

the

Organization and other
and that the San Francisco Department of
Public Health will withdraw as a sponsor of the 1990
International AIDS Conference if such policy is not amended
rather than use public funds and support staff for a project
which dehumanizes those with AIDS and which v/ill be governed
by border policies that heighten public misinformation and
endanger public health by politicizing the AIDS epidemic.

responsible bodies,
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6th International Conference on AIDS
San

Francisco, California USA

•

20-24 June 1990

4/16/89
Senator Alan Cranston
1390 Market Street
San Francisco, CA
Dear Senator Cranston,
The 6th Intemationai Conference on AIDS will take place in San
Francisco on June 20-24,1990. The Conference will present the

results

epidemiologic^, and social

of AIDS research in the basic, clinical,
sciences from an intemationai perspective.
Sponsor

Universi cy of California
San Francisco

Co-Sponsors
American Foundation
for AIDS Research

City and County
of San Francisco

World Health

Organization
Intemationai
AIDS Society

The Intemationai Conference on AIDS is the major forum for the
dissemination of up-to-date scientific research related to the epideiiucs of
AIDS and human immunodeficiency virus (HTV) infection. Over 10,000

registrants and 1500 members of the intemationai press are expected to
attend. A large number of the attendees will be foreign nationals, and
some may be infected with HIV.
we learned of the case of Hans Paul Verhoef, a Dutch citizen
who was detained once in the United States because it was suspected that
he was infected with HTV. Ultimately Verhoef was released to attend a
conference in San Francisco. The release occured only ^ter a series of

Recently,

hearings conducted while this man
prison in Minneapolis.

was

locked in a maximum-security

The

organizers of the 6th Intemationai Conference on AIDS strongly
oppose any obstacle to the free-flow of scientific information related to ,
AIDS. Incidents such as the one described above, particularly if carried
out on a massive scale, would greatly impede the Conference's efforts to
promote the vital exchange of such information. Such incidents will
distract the attention of the scientists and the world health community
from the real issue at hand finding life-saving treatments for the most
devastating illness of our time. Given their lirnited public health utility,
we believe that the actions would likely cost more lives than they would
-

save.

We would

appreciate your help in trying to change this law.

Sincerely,

/J John L. Ziegler, MD

^

Paul A. Volberding,
Co-Chair

Chair

cc:

MD

Richard Root, MD, Chairman, Dept. of Medicine, UCSF
Jonathan Mann, MD, Director, Global Program on AIDS,

WHO

Mervyn Silverman, MD, President, AmFAR
Lars Olaf Kallings, MD, President, Intemationai AIDS Society
Robert Wachter, MD, Program Director, 6th Int'l Conf. on AIDS

Univcrsicy of Cjiifomia. San Francisco

•

Box 1505

*

San Francisco. C.\ USA 94143-1505

6th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON AIDS
San Francisco, California, USA • 20-24 June, 1990
Moscone Convention Center and Marriott Hotel

Mission and Policy Statement

The theme of the 6th International Conference is: "AIDS in the Nineties: From Science

Policy." The goal of the Conference is to present the results of AIDS research in the
basic, clinical, epidemiological, and social sciences from an international perspective.

to

In this process, we

will examine how research data and scientific observations impact
public health policy and other fields affected by the AIDS pandemic.
The Conference is

sponsored by the University of Califomia, San Francisco, and cosponsored by the World Health Organization, the City and County of San Francisco,
the American Foundation for AIDS Research, and the International AIDS Society.

The

Objectives of the Conference are:

•

To present

•

To

the most up-to-date scientific research results on the AIDS epidemic;

integrate four major themes - basic science, clinical science, epidemiology, and
social science into a multidisciplinary conference;
-

•

To

•

To facilitate interaction between developing and
the global strategy to prevent AIDS; and

•

To

an opportunity for communication
researchers from all over the world;

provide

provide

an

and collaboration among AIDS
developed countries that promotes

opportunity for the international media to meet and hear AIDS experts

present and discuss their research.

The Conference Governance will
•

A local full-time staff,

•

An International

•

A Scientific

include:

supporting logistics committees, and Conference Secretariat;

Steering Committee representing co-sponsoring organizations; and

Program Committee of local, national, and international experts.
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POLICIES
Communications
Conference Publication

publication of plenary
Bids solicited from
publishers of major journals will be considered by the
Steering Committee.

Audio-Visual

Commercial concerns will bid
and video portions for resale.

The Conference will arrange the
sessions and other proceedings.

Rights

Translation

rights to reproduce audio
A negotiated profit will be
paid to the Conference to defray A-V expenses. Video
presentations of selected Conference proceedings will be
broadcast into local (e.g. hotel rooms and theaters) and
international (e.g. hospital and university) venues.
on

The official

language is English. All abstract submissions
English. The Conference is seeking
sponsorship for simultaneous translation of plenary
must be in

sessions into French and

Spanish.

Program

Perquisites for Invited Guests:
Travel

Hotel

Plenary, Rapporteurs,
Opening/Closing Speakers
Workshop/Roundtable
Chairs, Steering Committee

UCSF
Per diem

Conf. Fee

Dinner

V

V

V

V

V

Speakers'

V

Other Committee Members

Video's/Take-One Table

Educational videotapes will be shown at the Conference,
format to be determined. Previewed pamphlets and
announcements will be displayed on a "Take-one" table.
a

Responsibility for organization, review of materials, and
presentation of videos will be delegated.

Mission and

Policy Statement
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Fund Raising and Exhibitors

Corporate Support

Commercial organizations will be approached in
conjunction with the UCSF Development Office to sponsor
various portions of the Conference or to offer in-kind
services. Donors will be recognized appropriately for their
contributions in the published programs. No programmatic
events will be commerciallv sponsored.

Distribution of Excess
Conference Revenue

The anticipated expenses and revenues of the 6th
International Conference on AIDS are balanced. Should
the Conference realize a profit after all outstanding debts

paid, such excess monies will be distributed in the
following order:

are

1)

Sponsor

The lesser of:

University of California,

$100,000

Purpose
AIDS Research (UCSF
Center for AIDS Research)

San Francisco

2)

3)

American Foundation for
AIDS Research

$100,000

International AIDS

$100,000

Society

balance

or

25% of profit

4)

AIDS Research

or

25% of profit

balance

(International Fund)
Travel for future International
AIDS Conferences

Any balance remaining after the above distributions will revert to the UCSF AIDS Clinical
Research Center at the University of California, San Francisco to be used to support AIDS
research projects judged to be meritorious by a peer review process.

Policy for Exhibitors

Exhibitors will receive four badges with the rental of each
10x10 square foot space. Three of these badges will allow
admission to the exhibit hall only, and one badge will also
allow admission to the scientific sessions.

Logistics
Meetinc Rooms

A limited number of small rooms at the Moscone Center and
"

Marhott Hotel are available for ad hoc meetings.
Reservations may be made on-site. A fee will be

charged to

for-profit organizations for this service. Pre-arranged
meeting rooms for the Conference co-sponsors will be
available.

Housing

In addition to pre-booked blocks of hotel rooms, we will
dormitory-style housing units from
neighboring universities.

seek out low-cost

Mission and Policy

Statement
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Other Policies
Policy

on

Smoking

Smoking of any materials (cigarets, pipes, cigars) will
not be permitted in the Conference areas of the
Moscone Center and the Marriott Hotel.

Persons with
HIV Infection

There will be no special fee. Efforts will be made to
broadcast plenary sessions to community theaters at a
reduced fee. An on-site lounge will be available, as will
access to

emergency

medical care.

The Conference co-sponsors oppose immigration policies
that impede the free-flowing exchange of scientific
information. We wish to advise foreign nationals with HIV
infection about current immigration regulations that may

prohibit entry into the United States. While the Conference
cannot accept legal responsibility should border difficulties
arise, we are working with the United States Government to
change these regulations.
Satellite Meetings

Mission and

Policy Statement

The 6th International Conference will not recognize or
endorse any satellite conferences that immediately precede
or follow the Conference. Therefore, announcements for
such conferences should not imply official endorsement. As
a service to our registrants, a listing of satellite meetings will
be distributed in a pre-Conference mailing or posted onsite at the Conference Information Center.
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CRS Issue Brief

AIDS;

International Problems and Issues

Updated April 5, 1989

Lois

by
McHugh

Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division
Congressional Res^ch Service

Library of Congress

Societies, the International Society of Blood Transfueion, U^. Development Program,
and the Health Laboratory Technology unit of WHO. An international conference
to

bring together interested groups was held in May 1988.
2.

Preventing the spread of HIV through inflections.

It is clear that HIV has spread in Western countries through use of shared,
unsterilized hypodermic needles.
It is also possible that HIV can spread by
contaminated needles used for injections either in medical or other settings.

Ensuring a supply of sterile needles to developing countries by providing sterilization
equipment and educating health workers and other practitioners regarding proper
sterilization and disinfection procedures would contribute to preventing HIV spread.
Developing a disposable, non-reusable hypodermic needle is one of the priorities of
UNICEF, WHO, and A.I.D.
3.

Preventing the spread of HIV through sexual transmission.

Education about how the infection

effort to change the sexual
Additionally, education about
the protection offered by condoms and the availability of condoms will slow the
spread of HIV. Although it is difficult to document changes in sexual behavior, it
is clear that in several countries with well planned public information programs and
condom availability, the use of condoms has increased, and the number of venereal

behavior of individuals is another

disease

cases

4.

has levelled off

or

means

spreads in

an

of prevention.

dropped.

Preventing the spread of HIV from mother to newborn child.

Although less is known about this area, educating HIV-infected women about
avoiding pregnancy and conducting further research on the possibilily of preventing
the transmission of HIV at birth are recognized as necessary preventative steps.
Protecting children who are breast fed is also an area requiring further study.
5.

Improving diagnosis and reporting of AIDS.

One of the greatest

obstacles to controlling AIDS is the lack of accurate
diagnosis and reporting of AIDS and HIV infection. While this is a problem in all
countries, developing countries are especially affected. Most developing countries
have limited health care infrastructures, few resources, and inadequate numbers of
trained professionals.
They have limited, if any, disease reporting systems.
Educating health workers to diagnose AIDS and AIDS-related diseases, establishing
the infrastructure to report the disease, including lab facilities to conduct tests and
developing an accurate, easy to use test, would help developing countries monitor and
control the spread of the disease.
6.

Testing foreign residents for AIDS.

Another control method,
used

by

sources,

prohibiting the entry of infected foreigners, is being
governments including the United States. According to WHO and other
Iraq, India, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Belgium, the Soviet Union, Kuwait, China,

some

CRS-5

Costa Rica, Thailand, South Korea, South Africa, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
United Arab Emirates have instituted testing for some foreign residents.

and the
Testing
programs differ from country to country, but range from testing all arriving foreign
residents in some countries to testing specific groups, such as students from countries
with a hig^ incidence of AIDS.
Despite this growing list of countries that impose some form of testing, an
expert group assembled by WHO concluded that such testing programs only briefly
retard the spread of the virus and are relatively expensive. WHO has announced
that it will not hold meetings in any country that required an HIV screening for
meeting participants, and urged the United Nations and its agencies to adopt a
similar policy. The members of the Pan American Health Organization endorsed a
resolution forbidding the screening of casual travelers in October 1987.

International Efforts to Control AIDS

Many countries have become involved in AIDS research in
deaths of their

own

citizens.

response to the
Most of the industrialized countries have also begun

respond to the ADDS epidemic in the developing world as well. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has taken the lead for the international community and
aggressively promotes the view that the issue must be attacked on a multilateral
basis with global coordination. The WHO strategy has been endorsed by the Venice
Economic Summit (June 1987), the U.N. General Assembly (October 1987), and the
World Summit of Health Ministers in London (January 1988).
to

Role of WHO in

controlling the spread of AIDS

On Feb. 1, 1987, WHO established the Global

Program

on

AIDS (GPA) to

prevent HIV transmission and reduce mortality associated with HIV. Due to the
widespread nature of the disease, the limited knowledge of HIV, and the rapid pace
of scientific and technical developments, WHO has forgone its usual decentralized
approach to health problems and has concentrated its anti-ADDS efforts in a central
office, the WHO Global Program on ADDS. The World Health Assembly of WHO
member governments endorsed the action in May 1987. The program receives a small
amount of WHO regular budget funds, but relies
primarily on contributions made by
governments and organizations beyond their regular contributions to the WHO
budget. To date, the GPA has received contributions or pledges from 16 countries,
UNDP, UNICEF, U.N. Fund for Population Activities and the European Economic
Community, as well as private voluntary organizations. The United States is the
largest contributor.
WHO has

a

twofold role:

1. To assist countries in developing and
strengthening national programs to
control and prevent the spread of AIDS, and to help them, where
necessary, with
technical and financial support in the development of anti-AIDS
programs. Over 119
countries have developed short-term plans and 46 have medium-term

plans (3-5
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of

groups

Force

the

to

Sixth International

from conference due to U.S.

Immigration

Laws
We

this

writing

are

that

concern

a

open

letter

organzations

of

number

to

express our

profound

withdrawn

have

from

the Sixth International Conference on AIDS because
of the
United States
immigration laws,
which discriminate against
HIV-infected
people.
We
represent
a
wide
rai
'i AILci
organizations, which
are independent
of the conference, but nonethe—less have
been integral
in organizing
this event and ensuring
its sensitivity
to the
needs of
people with
HIV infection, other
traditionally
underserved
populations, and community—based groups.
The purpose of this letter is
to
secure
your
help in
holding a
successful conference and changing US immigration policy.
participation in

_

acknowledge
that the decision of some organizations to not
participate is very
significant
and
undertaken
for
the
best of
reasons.
However,
we
implore
all
groups
that have done so to
reconsider and any group
considering similar
action to
wait.
The
American
government
has
for
years
treated people with AIDS with
utter contempt and would surely
destroy
this
conference and most
other
beneficial
AIDS
activities
without a second thought.
From
years of dealing with
such
policies,
we
believe
that
little is
gained by
precipitous action,
but a
concerted effort by all of us
might save a vital
AIDS conference
and profoundly
impact American
immigration law.
Please consider the following observations;
We

1.

International

The

Conference

on

AIDS

is

an

irreplaceable

distributing
information
that
literally
saves the
people
infected
with
HIV.
The
conference has
particular value to people
who reside
outside the
large cities of
the developed
nations.
The conference
cannot be moved because of
the enormous logistical problems of hosting
an event
that involves
instrument

in

lives

many

well

San

of

over

country had
2.
conference

Given current US immigration
supported moving the conference
had time to do so.

10,000 people.

Francisco

would

we

have

many previous conferences, the
AIDS
is
not
affiliated
with

Unlike
on

laws, we in
out of the

Sixth International
the

United

States

receives no
federal funding.
Official sponsors are
Organization,
the
City
of
San
Francisco, the
University of California and the International AIDS Society.

government and
the

World

Health

The

3.

currently engaged

regarding AIDS.
Commission

on

AIDS

Sixth

International

Conference

organizers
are
in
efforts
to
change
the
US
immigration laws
They
were instrumental in getting the US National
to

denounce

these

laws.

We

are

convinced

of

ending
discriminatory
laws,
such
as
the
immigration statutes,
because in
the last
few years
we have seen
their personal leadership on AIDS discrimination issues.
their

commitment

to

4.

The

e-f-forts

to

Sixth

International

inclusive

be

of

con-ference

and

traditionally
underserved
precedent—setting actions have been:

groups,

A)

300-450

has

made

numerous

HIV—infected

people, community-based
populations.
Among their

They have
agreed to
provide free
admission to at least
people with HIV-infection who otherwise could not attend;

B>

They're funding and helping to organize educational

evening of
speakers;

the conference to provide free

every

access

to

forums

conference

C)

They
have made
a tentative
commitment to
include HIVpeople
as
speakers
throughout the conference, including
plenaries and workshops;
infected

D)

They

have

agreed
to
expand
discussion
from
simply
policy issues—such as
immigration
and
AIDS discrimination—not only in workshops but in
plenary sessions.
scientific

matters

to

AIDS

Because

of the vital importance
of
this
conference
and the
efforts of its organizers, we ask you to postpone action
on
withdrawing until at least February 15th.
This will give us time
to make
a
final
effort to change US immigration policy.
If we are

good faith

not

successful,

conferences

will

we
of

out

the

strongly
United

Only
highly
coordinated
change US immigration
laws

can

attend
urge

the

you
1.

Have

laws

by

laws

hurt

the

moving

all

future AIDS

pressure

allow
us in

from many groups
people to
this happen.
We

HIV—infected

making

following actions:
organization
formally
protest
US immigration
President Bush.
Be sure to mention that these

your

writing

political

and
Please join

conference.

to take the

support

States.

to

conference

and

other

efforts to
fight AIDS.
If your
organization is based outside the United States, ask your government
to formally protest US
immigration policy.
2.
AIDS

Society

future

free

Have

conferences

travel
3.

of

the

organization formally
notify the International
World Health Organization to inform them that

must

not

be

us

to

help

people

us

in the
Sixth
laws remain unchanged.
4.

Help

attendance

policy.

For in

conference
fails.

Thank

at

you

in

held

in

nations

which

restrict

the

people with HIV infection.

Contact

infected
US

your

and

this

the

plan

a

strategy to include HIV-

International

Conference,

us
find
a
conference

last

defiance

of

even

if

the

strategy
which
fully
utilizes
our
to challenge the American
immigration
analysis
we
believe
attendance
at this
US laws must be our
strategy, if all else

for your help in this important matter.

S'APWA The National Association of

FOR

People wtb AIDS

CONTACT:

NLMEDIATE RBLZASE

Mike Merdian

Executive Director

202-429-2856

NAPWA Withdraws Participation in
VI International Conference on AIDS

Urges Others to do
The NaDona. .-association of
the Vlih International

People With AIDS (NAPWA)

Conference

In consideration of our

the Same!

on

AIDS to be held in

has decided to withdraw from participation in

San Francisco June 20-24, 1990.

fellow HIV/PWA's around the world

who risk the loss of their

confidentiality by

reguiarions
prohibit the granting of a visa to people with HIV infection or AIDS who wish to visit the United States.
It is possible for those who declare that they are HIV positive to apply for a waiver for up to 30 days if
they are going for business, medical or family reasons. However, the procedure of granting this waiver and
marking the visa does not provide satisfactory guarantees of confidentiality for the person in his or her home

participating in this conference, we join the

country or

in other countries.

United States policy
...

international community in solidarity. Current U.S.

shall be

specifically states that, "Aliens who are afflicted

ineligible to receive visas and shall be excluded

We stress that

from admission into the U.S."

HIV/PWA's should not be covered under this

contagious. HIV/AIDS is not

with any dangerous contagious disease

policy since HIV infection is infectious not

transmitted by casual behavior and

therefore poses no risk to the general

public.

Ws therefore urge

the

cunent

uhe U.S. .Attorney General and the

U.S. Immigration

and Naturalization Service to c.

policy.

J. ^

iSAPWA The

Naiiona! Association of People

Wc also call on

all our friends,

with AIDS

organizations, scientists and the

medical community to join us in solidarity

for there can be no substantive conference on AIDS
without the participation and consideration of those directly affected by the disease. NAPWA applauds the
withdrawal from the conference of the following organizations: European AIDS Service Organizations, the

by withdrawing

dieir participation in the conference;

AIDS and HIV organizations, British
Hemophilia Society, Canadian Hemophilia Society, British Frontliners, British Red Cross, Norwegian Red
Cross, and the following UK NGO AIDS Consortium members; Christian AID, IPPF, AcnonAid, AHRTAG,
ECHO, Babymilk Action Coalition and Help the Aged. NAPWA will be maintaining a list of organization^

League of

that are

Red Cross and Red Crescent

Societies, the Scandinavian

1\

withdrawing from the conference.

Contact NAPWA at

1-800-338-2437 or write to P.O. Box

18345, Washington, D.C 20036.
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L-:-GU£ 1^0 WlTrlDFjiW Sx^OH AISS C0NF£R£.NC2 IN SA,N •^ANCISCO

l,oasv;e cf Red Crosi tnd Red Crescs - Scciecies haa decided tc
withdraw froa percicdpatlor, ir. the Vlth
.r.cerr.etlcr.al Conference or.
AICS, to be held in Sen Frar.cisco froa :"v_-.a 20-£i<, i$90. It inforaed
the Confetenoe'fl or^-anlsers of Its decision on Kor^oy.
The

Leayu® Seerecary General "Er Ste.nbdch, flnnounclngr t.'io decialen,
pointed CO the apperent ccr.fliot between U.S. visa policy regardins
HIV pcslcivft individuals vha
ciobt
wish to atse.nd the Conference and
the Hod Crocs and Red Crescent prlof husanitarl&n luppcrt fcr
end prevention of die crimination i
with HIV infection cr
AIDS.
The League will reconsider Its position should t.hers be cnangts in t.he
U.S. visa rbsuZationa or their application.
Currenc U.S.

regulations prohibit the erantlng of a visa to people
with HIV infection or AIDS who wish to visit the U.S. Ic is possible
for those who declare that they are HIV positive to apply for a waiver
for up to 3D days if they aro going for business, eedical or faaily
rea3or4.
However, the procedure of granting this waiver and sacking
l.h*
visa does .not provide satisfactory guarantees of confidentiality
for the person in his or her hcoe country or in other coantries.
The League of Red Cross end Red Crescent Societies' Cer.itral AssesSly
i.h 1S67. whic.h called
all National Scclecies to action against AIDS,

\
•

V

urged "all Kationel Sccletles to do everythi,ng in their power to
prevent discrlainatlon
agai.nst and offer .husanitarian support to
people who are fiarriara of HIV, pecpla wit.h AIDS end their faallles,"
s.oonaor
del«iga£es or otherwise participate in t.he Conference would
in oonflies with this nandate, as the League would aspaar to
condone diserlainatory visa policies, Should delegates rroa Red Cross
Crescent Sociatlea who are seropositive be spo,naored to attend,
they would be put at risk free discrioinatcry policies end breaches in
confids-ncislity.
Conversely, if seropositive staff aeasera were
advised not
to
apply
for
sponsorship, the League would be
partleipatina in disariaination.
The

League

Conferences

I

1

••

.

J

V-wU'

■,V

participated
on

ectiveJy in the two previous Lncarnsticnal
AIDS, in S;oc.kholn in 1983 end i.n Montrsel In I989.
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Swedish Red Cross

' 'Vv

orgdniaed s daylong

fiee^ir.g on phe

psychosocial

centre for ptoplo with'AlDS,
■ffca Katisnal Sodaties in 30
booth 'arid display. A aesber of
a.-movinj address at tLhe closing ceremony in
which she 3sl<«d all delogstes to .'stand ^for a'moKent of silenco to
renanber t.hose who'had died of Albs around the world. '
of children's
of care,
During the Montreal Conference, ■,'!'t.h« league'a exhibi'
.posters drawn by Red. Cross and Red_Crescent youth
'
A t*Al>
hope a.nd compassion' formed a ; key "display. '.-The Leai^ue sponsored 15
delegates'from devolopins countpiec, w.Ko ■ also rook part in the
pre-eonference meeciAig for non-goverr.nen.til organiaationa, . The League
organised ' a series of l.ncefne'tior.al " aectings for Kational Society
delegates from 'iO councriea,',.'covering topics such as "Working with
youth ■ at ■■ risk ■ and
street children" , "Working with other
non-governmental' orgariisacie.ns including seropositive groups", "Blood
donor education '.and counselling"> and
"Working at the grassroots branches and chapters". The Canadian Red Cross provided all First Aid
services to the Conference, and ran a cast centre and'shuttle service
for people with AIDS in cooperation with a Canadian seropositive
of she -^ICS par.diioic, ran a rest
and crganisad a meeting for delegates
countries.''"'<Thefo was also a ' leayic
the Uganda Sed Cross_gave

aspects

•

,

■

;aes

Jl*i4

An

■

■

■

■I-

group,

Similar activities

had been

The League

isS'ie arose.

the Confersnce organisers, or a
such international gatherings.
'
,

' '

'

•

Francisco before the visa
ieply 4 lack of support for

plarx.ed for San

pcaiticn ccea not
•*

failure to recognise
•

'
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STATEMc^? BY TC£ LEAGUE
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OF RES CROSS M'O
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REG.ARDIN<3 ,PAftT:CIPATI0N

.

ON AIDS
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Leas^-'e'oF Rad Gross

and

wichdraw froa'participaticn
AIDS which will be held in
<

••

EEC CFESCENT SOCIETIES

THE'SIXTH .TlfTSSNATICNAL CCNFERSNCS
IN sis' FRANCISCO
•
,

,

.

Red Crescent' .Sooiatlea has decided to
the .Vlth "Ifiternationai Confecence on.
San' Francisco "fpca dune 20-2A, 1590.

ir.

•■

.

Par StenbSck, the Secretary General
decision referred to the apparent

■■

_

I.,■■

of the League in enncuncing this
conflict .between U.S. visa policy

KIV positive individuals who " aig.hc : wish to attend the
Confere.nco and the Red
Cross ..and Red Crescent principles of
husaniterian support for and prevention of discri&ir.acion against
people wit.h HIV infection or AIDS.
.

■''

regarding

The League
U.S.
»

• •,

V*

-

V

'

visa

will reconsider its position

regulations or their

should there be changes in the

application.

prohibit c.he granting of a visa to people
who wish to visit the U.S. It is possible
they ere HJV positive to apply for a waiver,
for up to 30 days
if t.hey are going for business, uedical or faaily
reasons.
However,
the procedure of granting this waiver a.nd sarking
t.he visa dees not provide satisfactory ffjarwsees of confidentiality
.^or the person in his or her hooe country or in other countries.

•

Current

U.S. regulations

with HIV infection or AIDS
for t.tose who declare chat

Crossand Red Cresce.nc Sooieties*,
called .all'Netio-nal Societies to?: ■ National SocietiesViSO^do everythingtinfi'-

Decision 2i» of the Leaar\ie of Red
Vlth General Asseably in 1587. whic,h
action against AIDS, urged "all
t.heir power to'prevent
support to people

.dlacrisiRationJagalnsilW^ioffe? huaa«iwriar.^J

who".affe''earri«

faailies,'* To sponsor f:delegat
Conference would be
appear to condone disorisinacoey
Red Cross
or Red
CO attend,
they would be
breac.Hes
in
confidentiality.'

^

,ift?i6onriScc|wit3V|Shia|ai.^diti^

aezbers ware

,

vis«P'ppl4cie«|Bg5houl^ydelega!:p^tfOa|

Crescent;SooieclesJ^o >are^<^erapbslJive7be;'Sf«ns9redWij;'
puttscrrlsk' froatdiscrtaitaa'sory poUciee ''and|
ConverselyJ" ^ifserficoaitive staff
advised not to apply for sponsorship. t.S« League would be

participating in

diseriBinaticn.

decision regarding discriai.nation, the iJist
195$) resolved t.hat aaccar states should
"protect the huaan rtghcs tr.d dignity of HIV infected people and
people
with AIDS.. .a.-.d avoid discrini.nacory acticr asai.nse and
stigaatisaticn of then in the provision of services, ecploynenc end

I.n addition
to the League
World Health Aeseably
{May

r~

<

'

travel".

"^a':
"'■

\H

!•'

Stcchhola and the vth
of Rod Cress and Red
I.n StcsLhcla, c.he

the IV I.nter.nacicnal
Co.nfere.ncs
in
Inserndtic.Aal Confarsnoe in .Montreal, the Leag-.:e
C."tsOsne
Scsiecics plsyed a very active role.
Ir,
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meet in San
.

^«c:,0lutl0« KOW,
pelicy oh immisrratlon

1^89
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prancisco.

contaot Pluss in

Oslo,

,
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allllQrcfaniVati'ons and group?'for hiv

•To
•

t

'I

1

iida

To

a

To

^li'.whom

serv^c f
may

ons

organ

positives

aoncern

■f..

.

I

!re3bl'\ij:ion made in jStoclcholm novemJber
4-(:h|.
jancf 5th.; by|h|iv positives' in the Norqic^ countries; Denmark,
TinlandV ;|cQi<.nd. Norway and Sweden.
•'I
Enclos'fe<i,'you-V'l 11 'find a

i'.'

.

I.
'

•

ft/

A

..

HOyCOTT,

As; you cajh

see

fc

have

namely to

THE,step -

decided to take

—- .

;alflj
fP,r '|a bo/cott of ^cuntfief that stick to their
llWcrifliihktihd immigration
dl'4crim3lh,ktih^
i^igration regulations
regulations and
ani Jaws -- wi:when it comes
particj
toIpkr'^icipatioG
at international conferences on hiv and aids.
caj

ri.f

i;

,

^

i:b
ACtlOMjNOWJ

?l|ase'jfcirwarb, our resolution to all thintabla institutions,
oftj|c^sJ ;'t>roikssional organizations, grjOUp3..,in short; all who
may be|cbhcerned» j; Do not forget your governments!
please do '
alfec pon^iderj tlie! boycott yourselves, andj appeal to others to do
tke same";. Or| :at jl^st find some way to ma^e a protest, (in
Korvay!a,,boycott is already considered by other organizations,
prpleisf onal'tf andj the matter is discussed! on the highest leveli
>hi
of thej national|health
departments.)
rh'v.'.1
If:' >1
E WHO
SE
tHE AMEPICAM fiMBASSY AND TO TK
the ^erlcan embassy in your
Then kehd your owjn protests boj:h to
either in Geneva or New York.
jnai

*»

I)

J

'countiry

and

,'4o

the WHO office 91 the:

In'r
a TO,;uPLUSS
.>
• .COPY

r; a: fD
•

l!,.

I

in No'rway.

liend
record

We would like

a copy to our adress ...
td Hdep
|>n how strong this boycott s will
soon get
as
u'pmost| importance that you work on this a-ent.
,0-th'erwi'se th .s boycott will not be ef£icj>

PLensej >lso

Ej PRESS
f t. .]
.

ease

fas't' ks
ONLY

do also turn

to your local press

It is

of

possible,

and spread the news as

you pan.

X'rfO SOLUTIONS

Ouxj ultimate' ai'm.i s

of

i
destructive
toj be
has to be done On' hiv and aids

course

v^ry ' important wirk that
norl to ' attack th^ U.'S.A as
I
.1

I

neither

such.

On

the[ contrary,

we

on

the

issues -

want to
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organisations:

Director

Ranfurly Library
Service

Vaughan Stone

Africa representative

Graham Carr

Ryder Foundation

Director, Support

Services

,v-',

BP'.

Sue

World Vision of
Britain

.
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X NCO AIDS CONSORTIUM FOR THE'THIRD-WORtD
/

Martin Whiteside, chairperson
sue Lucas,
Tlie

letter has been

Co-ordinator

signed by the folloving members of the

Consortium:

Peter James

Programme Director

Acord

Roland Hodson

Chief Executive

ActionAid

Phillippa Young

Assistant Director

Action Health"2000

Co-director

AHRTAG
AIDS Action

Kathy Attawell

Managing

Editor

Gabrielle Palmer

National Co-ordinator

Baby Milk Action

Michael Taylor

Director

Christian Aid

chief Executive

Joint Mission
Board (ECHO)

W A

Davies

Medical Director

Dr John Townsend

Dr Pranilla

Hospital

Senanaike Assistant Director

IPPF

Frank Judd

Director

OXFAM

Martin Forman

Director, AIDS St
Development Unit

PANGS

Nicholas Hinton

Director General

Save the Children

Barbara Harvey

Administrator

TALC

General Secretary

United Society for the

Canon H V

Taylor

Fund

Propagation of the Gospel
Bernard

Thorogood

Monica Dolan

General

United Reformed Church

Secretary

Projects co-ordinator

Volunteer

Missionary

Movement

And

by the following associated organisations:

UK observers

Margaret Jay

■

A N

Three Castles House,
—

:2: 3

—

GI

T U E

Director

National AIDS Trust

Lonoon Sridge street. London sei 9SG Tel: 01-378 1403 Fax:
H

o.

T-

'

I

Mi

r"i

t-

i
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AIDS

01-403 6003
P

-

1 "--J

grateful for information
Yours

your

plans

sincerely,

Name

CO

on

Global

Position

PrograiniRe

on

AIDS,

Organisation

International AIDS Society,

organising committee, American Embassy,

Conference

Annexe:
Public statements

by CPA and TOO

wita Hiy and AIDS

on

discrimination against peopXa

The Consortium has
discrimination and
people who are HIV
Travel (March 1987)

always supported the stand taken by WHO against
against restrictions of the individual freedom of
positive. The CPA Consultation on International
stated "No screening programme of international
travellers can prevent the introduction and
spr.ead of HIV". The
London Declaration on ■AIDS Prevention
(28th;January.J.988statedL-O" '
"Discrimination against..Miv'Infected people and people. vith»ftT-DS'^'
.undermine-public health and-must-be-avoided"T~The 41sf Worldv,-.
Health Assembly (May 1989) resolved
that-masberjptat.esftshould;:^!^^
"protect' the human '^rights "and^dignlty t^f .'iil)(^Hf
cgte^peoplBvOund^^
people with AIDS .\V,l^-.'and-avoid'^-aiscriminatoS 'sctignodgadnlifiM^fe
stigroatisation. of them:'in" thcr^Vovl&icjn-j<^li('|s^t^cesi5<mprl-oymeh^ra
...

.

travel". The Global Programme■ on"•Alpfi
on the screening on intematibnal

which convincingly argues the

oroduccdj^g^eaSiftt

ri*"1",'"

i

human rights in screening international ^travellerkvf
address to the IVth International
Mann & Kathleen Kay stated "protecting- the
of HIV infected people ..is not a luxury - it'Is

1."

Conference^,ln/:iSt(^3Ao^rf^'^^g|w
Kuma»^ightftijW^4ti!$|^raj^^
a''^necessity7X|ij-^>F

.

J

-•

UK NCO AIDS

CONSORTIUM FOR THE THIRC
WORLD

The Director General
World Health
organisation
1121 Geneva-27

Martin Whitesiae,
Chairperson
Sue Lucas, co-ordinator

Switzerland

Septenber,
Dear Dr
The

19S9

Nakajima,

UK HGO

AIDS

Consortium for the Third
World is a
whose work in
group of -agencies
development has been affected in
the AIDS/HIV
many different ways
pandemic. These agencies
by
have come
ejcperience and
together to share
information,
and to improve
agencies in the UK and those
communication between
in
developing countries.
The Consortium
members and associates
concerned that WHO Hs
signing this letter are
deeply
supporting the Vlth International
conference in a country
which operates a
against people who are HIV
policy of discrimination
positive or have AIDS.
conferences on AIDS
International
particularly concern
and would be
impoverished without their people with AIDS and HIV,
input. But USA policy is that
people who are HIV positive must
country, inform the immigration go to the American embassy in their
officials that they are HIV
and request a waiver
so that
positive
they may have permission to
country. Once in possession of
enter the
a waiver
States - but only if
they may then enter the
they are
treatment or business, or to a going to visit family, for medical
immigration officials have the conference. On arrival at the border,
right to reduce their
which is in any case
length of

stay,

limited to 30 days.

It

«,
is only in the last
few months, with
the International
on AIDS
planned,
that a change has been
Conference."
made to allow
HIV to enter the
people with '
States if
they
are
have a waiver.
attending a conference - if
,

:

•

they

The policy
infringes both hximan rights and
to support the
dignity, and by agreeing
conference, WHO has implicitly
of discrimination. The
accepted the principle
implication
of condoning the
States is that other
policy in the
■
governments, who discriminate less
subtly by

'

insisting

that international travellers either
carry a certificate or
) undergo testinc on arrival, will also
appear to be vindicated. There
f seems to us to'be very little difference
between having to inform the
) immioration
officials that you are HIV

\ provide evidence that you are not.
? the rights of people who are HIV

Both

positive, and having to
are

positive.

n

view

that

vcu

c

the

'«i ^"

public
be

stance

taken

takir.c action

en

by WKO
this

equally serious abuses

(see

rctt--r.

annexe),
and
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we feel
wculc be
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sure
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r^#'®^eonsortrom for the third wot^d
Martin Whiteside.
Sue Lucas,

November 2,

Dear

Chair&s^n
Co-orcsirator

1989

coll€a<jue

I am enclosing a copy of a letter which we have sent to the Director
General of the WHO about" the' DS' entry restrictions on
people who are
HIV

positive

or who have AIDS/ particularly in relation to the
in San Francisco next year. I also enclose a list of the
signatories from the UK.
conference

X know that others are also lobbying about this issue. ,l .att
sending,
this letter to NGOs and others who have been in contact with us, and
I hope that you will pass it on to anyone else who may like to know
what we are doing. Please use the text or adapt it if you want to.

With best wishes.

Sue Lucas
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Travel Restrictions

U.S.

page 3

"We

any

in the U.S.

"This policy is not acceptable

remarked MacDonald.
in

of discrimination here,"

clearly dealing with an issue

are

other country that restricts

or

the travel of HIV positive

individuals."

Organizations which have publicly declared their
restrictions and who have withdrawn

travel

VIth International Conference on AIDS as a
AIDS

service

Organizations,

the

Societies,

British

Hemophilia

us

groups
NMAC.

this

is

an

restricting

Asians,

their

continue to oppose
that

organizations,

some members

ActionAid^,

everywhere,

executive director of

including Africans,

emphasized that NliAC would

practices this unfair and discriminatory
#

#

Latin

current U.S. policy

travel restrictions for HIV/PWAs

#

;i

community-based AIDS

and Europeans are hurt by

Kawata

AHRTAG,
,

issue of solidarity with

travel."

Society,

of the UK NGO

Action Coalition.

"People with AIDS

and Red

Federation, British Frontliners,

around the world" said Paul Kawata,

Americans,

Cross

Hemophilia

christian AIDS,

Consortium for the Third World,

"For

HIV

and

AIDS

British Red Cross, Norwegian Red Cross,

and the Babymilk

of Red

Canadian

Society,

International Planned Parenthood

ECHO,

participation from the

result include; European

League

Scandinavian

Crescent

opposition to U.S.

in any country

policy.

ti

National Minority AIDS Council
300 "I" Stroot, NE Wainmsior. DC 20012
TEL. 12021 544.1078 FAX; (202) 544-0378

FOR IMMEDIATE

Paul Kawata

CONTACT;

RELEASE

Executive Director
Chris Castle

International

Program Associate

(202)

544-1076

Regarding u.s. Travel Restrictions
People with aids or HXV Infection

itmac Statement
for

Minority AIDS Council (NMAC) condemns U.S. policy that

The National

infection or

prohibits granting an entry visa to people with HIV
AIDS unless

they disclose their HIV status and apply

chair Sandra MacDonald noted that such a requirement

NMAC

board

"is

clear violation .of

a

poses
person

U.S.

internationally accepted health

policy'and

serious threat of discrimination to the HIV

the

positive

concerned.",

regulations currently prohibit granting a visa to hiv positive

people

who

wish to

visit the United States.

willing to declare that they are hiv
a

for a waiver.

waiver

treatment,

of
or

up

to

30

days

to

For

individuals

positive, they may apply for

conduct

visit family.

-MORE-

business,

seek medical

THE SELF HELP GROUP

FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDS OR

ARC MONITORING AND SUPPLYING

SERVICES AND INFORMATION.

)jii

(BOlflBEBG
'COMMUNITY TASK FORCE
|
TO THE 6th INTERNATIONAL CONFEREICE
C/0 MOBILISATION AGAINST AIDS
1540 MARKET ST. 60
PAUL

S(F.

SAN FRANCISCO
U.S.A.

Dear

I

4102

2Sth January

19S0

Paul,

don't

Here

CA

is

you' ucit
00% the
clarification.

know if

just a

i

that I left
for the delay.

message

sorry

the other day.

third world
action
should
action in

the U.K.' NGO Consortium on AIDS to the
agreed that it was nor for us to tell you what
you
be taking but we agreed that the best possible
our
minds was for the conference to be cancelled.
If the conference
was
to
take place, we beliwe that there would be so
disruption, for thS: people
still intend to go
would make the confe'rence difficult to justify to the
e

Members

of

much
and that it
funders d
the people that organisation are supplying services to.
^
thousand pounds sterling, or what ever the cost for anyone is,
very expensive to take part in a demonstration, which is the way
whjs

this

conference seems to

be going.

meeting, an official from the American
The so called window that has been used
to try and coheres us to coming is that a person with HIV or Aids
wishing to attend this conference or the Haemophilia conference
will still have to apply for a waiver. It will not be stamped in
the passport but it will be clippedlonto the passport.
This we
also had,
at this
Embassy here in London.

We

found

totally

unacceptable.
I i have
j^stj heard that
Hilfe from Vienna have now also joined the
find the window an insult.

Osterreichische AIDS
boycott as they also

fP.DNTUNEfi: ilK) .T. 52-54 GRAYS INN ROAD LONLQN WdX
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EJD lELEPHONE 01 831

033S NSwE

>

I

also include a

European

participate.
I

will

kepp you

|

informed on what happens on
will dolthe same from there.

over

here if you

Many

Thanks for your
i

I

passed on the 15th
scientists, govermental and nonthe European community not to

Parliament directive

1990 calling on all
govermental organisation in

January

hel

this subject from
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T'JTAL NUMBER OF PAGES;
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INCLUDING THIS PAGET;

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL OF THESE PAGES, PLEASE CONTACT US AS
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Aaasmbly Joint Resolution
W

Whereas in 1987, Congress barred HlV-infectftd
immigrants, refugees
and tourists from entering the country without a
special waiver;
and
Whereas

V'v..

last year, Hans Paul
was detained at the

Verhoef, a public health worker from
Minneapolis airport because he had
AIDS and waa subsequently jailed for five days instead of
attending a San Francisco meeting on AIDS education and treatment.

•Denmark,

Whereas the Sixth International Conference on aids scheduled for
June in San Francisco will be the world's largest
gathering of

scientists, physicians, medical experts, educators and patients;

and

Whereas to protest the
HIV-infected people to

building against
Whereas
will

not

law, which will limit the ability of
participate, an international boycott is

t)^ AIDS meeting; and
vi^^aallyf^ftfT foreign participants
send anyone

restrictions

on

have announced they

to the conference, unless immigration
people with HIV are eliminated; and

Whereas

the immigration law and the ensuing
ruin the purpose of the meeting and do harm
they aim to assist - persons with the human

virus; and
0-

.

boycott will actually
to the very people
immunodeficiency

^

Whereas the federal Centers for Disease Control recommends that
all diseases except tuberculosis be removed as grounds to exclude

foreigners from the United States; and

Whereas the

repressive immigration law threatens the free flow of

information upon which the search for solutions to the AIDS

epidemic depends; and
Whereas the promotion of medical advances and the pursuit of
should not be held hostage to a law that violates the

a

cure

principles of reason, human dignity and
therefore, be it

common

decency; now,
-t

Resolved

by the Assembly and the Senate of the S^te of California,
jointly. That the Legislature of the State of California
memorialises the President of the United States-to repeal tne hiv
-exciU8l<ar^E^m-tne—tmrniaration low and'-igrant a broad waiver for
T people infected with
HlVj^jind be it further

|

I

"

solved, that the Chier Clerk of the Assembly transmit a copy of

t-his

resolution to^trlie President and Vice President of the United
uf the House of ReprcocntativeB, and to

States, -te—Lite

each Senator and Representative
the United Spates-

^~7

"TkJi-

[k-

from California in the Congress of

^

,

J

'

i

i

ASSEMBLY

JOINT

RESOLUTION

in 1987, Congress barred HIV-infected immigrants, refugees
tourists from entering the country without a special waiver;

Whereas
and

and

a public health worker from
Minneapolis airport because
and was subsequently jailed for five days instead of
San Francisco meeting on AIDS education and treatments

last year, Hans Paul Verhoef,
Netherlands. was detained at the

Whereas
the
he

had

AIDS

attending

a

and
Whereas
June

the

in

San

scientists,

Sixth International Conference
Francisco will be the world's

physicians,

medical experts,

AIDS

on

scheduled

for

largest gathering of
educators and patients;

and

protest the law, which will limit the ability of HIVpeople to participate,
an
international boycott is
building against the AIDS meeting; and

Whereas

to

infected

foreign participants have announced they will not send
the conference, unless immigration restrictions on people
are eliminated;
and

Whereas many

anyone to
with HIV

the

Whereas

immigration law and the ensuing boycott will actually
meeting and do harm to the very people they
with the human immunodeficiency virus; and

ruin the purpose of the
aim to assist - persons

Whereas the federal Centers for Disease Control recommends that all

diseases

except tuberculosis be removed
foreigners from the United States; and

as

grounds

exclude

to

repressive immigration law threatens the free flow of
upon
which the search for solutions to the AIDS
epidemic depends; and

Whereas

the

information

Whereas the
should
of

not

reason,

Resolved

promotion of medical advances and the pursuit of a cure
held hostage to a law that violates the principles
human dignity and common decency; now, therefore, be it
be

by the Assembly and the Senate of the State of California,
That
the
Legislature
of
the
State
of
California

jointly.

memorializes the President of
waiver for all people infected
Resolved,

the

United

that the Congress of the United States

the legislation which excludes people
United States; and be it further

Resolved,
this

Attorney

grant

a

broad

repeal permanently

with HIV from visiting the

that the Chief Clerk of the Assembly transmit a copy of

resolution to the

States,

States

with HIV; and be it further

President and Vice

President of the United

Secretary of Health and Human Services. to the
General, and to each Senator and Representative from

to

the

N
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COPY OF LETTER SENT TO EDITORS OF SAN FRANCISCO GAY PUBLICATIONS

Yesterday I

extremely disappointed to read

appeal against the growing boycott of the Sixth
in many countries by people from respected San
Against AIDS, Shanti, ACT-UP, SF AIDS
Foundation, the ARC/AIDS Vigil, and Project Inform.
was

an

International AIDS Conference, being circulated (I assume)
Francisco community organisations, including Mobilisation

I work as part of the largest AIDS education team in Australia, with the AIDS Council of NSW, a non¬
government organisation. I have also worked since 1984 as a volunteer with our Gay and Lesbian

Immigration Task Force. I have led lobbying and campaign efforts against the Australian government's plans
begin mandatory HIV antibody testing of applicants for residence. Each week I advise people, many of
whom are US citizens with HIV on how to deal with Australian immigration officials. Each week I advise
Australians with HIV on how to avoid being apprehended when travelling across US borders.
to

I

strongly support the stand taken by People Living With AIDS/NSW and the Australian Federation of AIDS
Organisations, to refuse to attend the Sixth International Conference on AIDS, unless the prohibition against
travel to the United States by people with HIV is abandoned. We all acknowledge that the conference would
allow a valuable exchange of vital information and ideas; we know that the best people working on the
conference oppose the US government's travel restriction.
But unless maximum international pressure is exerted now, I fear that travel restrictions will become ever
more entrenched. Weaker
options, such as protest letters, or trying to voice opposition at the conference
itself, present no real difficulties for the US government.
Of those nations that forbid entry to

people with HIV, the US restrictions are in many respects the most
dangerous and most influential. The conference, like all its predecessors, will be widely reported in the media
around the world. A boycott of the scale that is building now, with very significant international
support, will
be reported as a rejection of illogical and repressive policies by world opinion. Protests at the conference, no
matter how eloquent or strident, are much less likely to
gain publicity. If they are reported, the issue will be
presented in many countries as one of an unresolved policy debate: Lf the government of the country hosting
the prestigious International Conference retains these travel restrictions then
perhaps they have some merit,
and should be adopted elsewhere.
In any case how could Australian people with HIV or people
working against AIDS
conscience? We and our fellow travellers would be signing lies on visa applications,
sexual identities. We could throw our dignity (and confidentiality) away and

attend in good
hiding our AZT and our
apply for "waivers", or hope to
squeeze through in a temporary suspension of the regulations. We could just run the risk, hoping that there
will be no repetition of last year's detention and harassment of
participants in the Gay and Lesbian Health
Conference in San Francisco, or of people with HIV travelling to the Montreal conference.
A firm stand

now may lead to a
very substantial and public victory in the fight to defend freedom of
international travel. Lets hope that when the International Conference comes to Boston in 1992 the
restrictions have been long abandoned.

US

community organisations should lobby and protest as best they can; the only option for foreign AIDS
organisations is to very loudly stay at home. It is not those who boycott who damage the
conference, the responsibility for restricting our interchange of the latest data and strategies lies only with the
US government itself.

workers and

Ken Davis

Sydney, Australia
1 February 1990

(Senior Education Officer, AIDS Council of NSW, PC box 350 Darlinghurst NSW 2010, ph 02 211 0499)

